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STATEMENT No. 2~THE BUDGET AND THE ECONOMY 

Oveniew 

The economy sank deep .into recession in 1982-83 as the rorces-instrumcntal in 
bringing the earlier expansion to a halt-principally large increases in.domestic costs; 
international recession. and pigh, domestic and overseas interest. rates-exerted a 
continuing influence, and as widespread drought took its toll. 

Private investment rell sharply and private consumption spending weakened. In 
response, imports rcn and stocks were reduced markedly. Fiscal policy became much 
more stimulative but the impa~t or this was not felt until the secOnd hair of the fiscal 
year. As business responded to liigh labour costs, a slump in profitability and weakening 
demand, cmplOyment, contracted sharply and unemployment spiralled to rates not 
experienced since the I 930s. 

Finance was readily available over most or the year as rcfiected in the relatively high 
growth or n1ost of the financial. aggregates. Despite falls.in overseas interest rates and 
the depth or the domestiC recession, domestic interest rates remained relatively high 
under the infiuence or continuing inflation and large and rapidly increasing public 
·sector borrowings. 

Wage increases slowed as the labour market deteriorated and the 'wages pause' took 
effect in the second halfofthe year. Inflation continued at a high rate and by the second 
hair or the year was more than double the average or our major OECD trading partners. 
Increased productivity and a slowing in wages growth brought only a partial unwinding 
or past increases in real unit labour costs and business profitability and cash Oow 
continued to be depressed: Reflecting these pressures the value or the Australian dollar 
declined substantially over the year. 

A continuing application of fiscal stimulus, the breaking or the drought, inventory 
cycle effects and a strengthening in the economics or some or our major trading partners 
indicate an improved outlook for domestic economic activity during 1983-84. However, 
with uncertainties regarding the durability or the pick-up and the level or labour costs 
still constraining employers'. reactions, and with the labour force continuing to grow, 
some fort her rise in unemployment during the year can be expected. 

The task ahead is to ensure that the pick-up in domestic economic activity in 
prospect for 1983-84 is sustained and transformed into lasting recovery. For that to 
occur it will be essential that the cost and price moderation which began in 1982'83 
should continue and be supported by appropriate, and consistently applied, economic 
policies. 

This Statement discusses those issues in four Parts. Part I reviews domestic econ
omic developments during 1982-83 while Part II looks briefly at recent and prospective 
developments in the world' economy. Part Ill discusses aspects ofthe Government's 
policy approach. Part IV assesses economic prospects· for 1983-84 and beyond. Unless 
otherwise noted, values or goods and' services arc expressed in constant price (real) 
terms, with growth rates for half years based on seasonally adjusted data and expr=cd 
as annual rates. 
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PART!: REVIEW OF DOMESTIC ECONOMIC DEVELOP(l1ENTS 
IN 1982-83 

Protluttion and Demond . , . . · h on-farm sector or 
National accounts ~ata i~dicate that t~e pa~~-~~ ~~~v;z~~~e ~~l half of 1981-82. 

the economy expanded rclatt1yelyd'~tr~~gly ~~~:half or 1981•82, picked up'a little in the 
Gi06S non-farm·product dee me m , e sc f r h car to•about 2 
first hair of 1982-83 but then declined sharply in the second hal do ct wee~1ghl should not 

• k ( T ble 1 and Chart 1 ). However, un u 
per cent below its pea • see a . • r the more recent movements in· these 
be attached to the· precise pattern or t1mm~ o . . . "'' 
preliminary national accounts aggregates which are subject to revision. 

Table l: Gross DomesUc.Product (Average 1979-80 prices) 

Gross non·funn prodUcC 

Expentli1urc· 
rm:omc.bascd based 

csd"!atc(a) cstimutc(b) 

Or°" 
farm 

product 

oroudomestic product 

Expenditure· 
rnoomc-bascd biiscd 

cstimntc(a) cstlt11ntc(b) 

Change on prcVious period (percent) 

Year-· 2.3 6.4 4A 
4.3 1.6 1973·14 0.9 2.2 11.4 

2:s 1974'75 2.1 3.6 8.1 
2.1 1975~76 2.7 3.0 2.5 

"1916-71 0.1 -2.0 0.9 
I.I 4.9 1917-18 3.9 4.8 19.6 

1.2 1918-19 2.2 2.1 -11.4 
J.6 1979-80 4.7 J,7 -11.2 
2.s 19!0-81 1~7 2.0 16.I 

-2.0 1981-82 -1.0 -o.s -11.1 
1982-83 

Hulrycar(r)- J.8 JS.I 3.S r.B -1.J 1981-821 -t.9 -2.8 1.1 
-0.1 II 1.5 2.0 -29.9 
-0 1982-83 I -J.9 -JA -18.S 

" 
(n) lncomc~bw;ed cstimat~as publis~c~ b the sub1rnction orthc stutistlcal d'1scrcpancy rrom {a). 
(b) E11.pcnditure-bnscdcstmmtcdcnvc Y 
{r) Stawnullymtjuslcd,nnnunl rotes. 

2~ 
2.7 
3.9 
2.9 
o.s 
s.1 
1.1 
2.8 
2.8 

-1.8 

S.4. 
-2.I 
-0.2 
-4.2 

clally large declines in particular 
Within the non-farm sector. there were som: ::~sharp rail in manufacturing gross 

areas or private activity in \ 982-83• There w~~ h ra: exceeded the dimensions or the 
nroduct-of th• order o[ ~I per _c~nt-:-w 1~74 75 Private investment in dwelling 
contraction in manuracturmg ac~1v~~ m en; in contrast , in the non-dwelling 
construct~on .declined' by ar~un overn::;ntc co~struction acti~ity bel~~ io support 
con.st.ru9t1on '?duhst7 gro~t~:I~ i~ private non-dwelling construction act1v1ty. 
acuv1ty'levc\s mt e ace o a . . 

. . f ~tcs may be more mnrkcd·in periods of rapid 
m There is n·, possl~i\ity. that revisions .to.the prclur~1~a.r~ :,~:utc ·(at a~crogc 1966-67 prices) of a dcc~i1,1c of 
~ _cbangc, s~ctl !Is ~J:le·!cccnt past~ for ms~anc~~h=u~1~ucntly revised 10 an increase of 0.5 per cc~t with t~~ 

2.6 pclr cent in non·farm GDP ln 1974-75 • q 1979-80 prices. over recent years there docs 
la lest cslimacc showing: an increase cf O.~ per ccnl. '?average 
not appear to be any pattern in the dircctton of rcv1s1ons. 
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Total Private Domestic 
48 Final Demand (a)(E) 

47 

1~:~.Exports(J) L•~+l+J-K 
(a) AsfromthcSeptcmberquartcr 

1981 the published figures have 
~en adjustc,d to remove the 
impact of the sale to the private 
scctorofpubllcsectorasscts 46 

45 

10 L
I~ lmports(K) 

o~...._....__.__.__.__..__, o . 
I II I II t II I II l II t 11. t II t II 
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undc.r lease-back arrangements. 
(b) The income-based estimate is 

the published es'timatc of ' 
non-farm or total GDP: the 
~penditurc·bascd cslimatc 
excludes the statistical 
discrepancy . .. 

The recession· in· the non-farm sector coincided with a sharp contraction in farm 
output and incomes. As a result, both the income and expenditure-based estimates of 
gross domestic product declined by about 2 per cent in 1982-83, the first financial-year 
decline recorded in either estimate since 1952-53 and the largest since 1946-47. 

The decline in gross farm product rcftected the effects of the worst drought on 
record in many parts of eastern and southern Australia. Widespread rains in the first 
half cif 1983 eventually broke the drought in most areas but inajor Hooding then 
occurred in southern Queensland and northern New South Wales. 

The drought severely affected cereals production, With the national wheal crop in 
1982-83 estimated at 8.8 million tonnes, 7.5 million tonnes (or 46 per cent) lower than 
in 1981-82, notwithstanding a record crop in Western Australia. As the drought 
encouraged higher slaughter rates, the output of meat initially rose and herd sizc5 were 
reduced. It is estimated that cattle numbers dctlined by around 7 per cent over the year 
to March 1983 and. sheep numbers by atound 3 per cent. Calvings and lambings in 
1983-84 will be adversely affected. 

Taken together, these various influences led to a large, though not unprecedented, 
decline in gross farm product in 1982-83. At the same time, farm product prices, which 
had fallen the year before mainly because of a continuation of subdued demand on 
world markets for Australian rural products, remained depressed. Combined with 
increased prices for material inputs and labour, this resulted in a decline in farmers' 
'terms of trade'. Overall, farm incomes deftated· by the price deftator for private con
sumption expenditure fell by 53 per cent in 1982-83, much the largest percentage fall 
recorded in the last 30 years. 

As shown in Chart 1 and Table 2, the weakness in activity over the past eighteen 
months reftected a decline in private final domestic demand and stock dccumulation, 
only partly offset by a rise in public final demand, moderate growth in exports and a fall 
in imports. 

The major component of the decline in private final domestic demand in 1982-83 
was the continuing contraction in private investment in plant and equipment and non
dwelling constructior/21 which began in 1981-82 under the inftuen·ce of rising domestic 
labour costs, and higher interest rates, which reduced international competitiveness and 
profitability against the.background of severe international recession and the softening 
of international energy prices. By the second half of 1982-83 private investment in plant 
and equipment was about 22 per cent lower and private investment in non-dwelling 
construction about 16 per cent lower than their respective pre-recession peak levels, 
representing a fall in total business fixed investment equivalent to some 2:6 per cent of 
GDP. lnvcstmeqt in manufacturing-particularly in the basic metal products indus
tries-was the most hard· hit. Mining investment continued to g~ow relatively strongly 

111 The national acwunts estimates ror recent years adjust the components of new fix.cd ·capital expenditure 
for major salel of capital assets by the public sector to the private sector, mainly under lease-back arrange· 
menu. The Statistician treats such transactions as additions to private fixed capit::il expenditure and re· 
duction~ in public fixcdcaj>ital expenditure at the time of sale. To provide a better indication of underlying 
trends the discussion in this section is based on fi8urcs adjusted, for the last two financial years, to remove 
the impact of such sales from the estimates of both public and private sector fixed capital cxpcnditurc·(and 
of public and private final domestic demand). · 
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in 1982·83, largely.reflecting the 'pipeline' of investment that results from the long lead 
times involve<Hn such projecls, but its pace slowed sharply in the second half of the 
year. Survey data of. expectations suggest that private investment will decline in. all 
major sectors surveyed in I 983-84 (see Table 3). 

Table 3: New Fixed Capital Expenditure by Private Enterprises in Selected 
Industries (Current prices) 

Ycar--
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-112 
1982-83 
1983-84(<) 

Half-yC'Jr-
1981·82 I 

II 
1982-83 I 

II 

Manuf;icluring 

Basic Olhcr Total 
metal manu· manu. 

Mining products fucturing focturing 

Other 
finance selected 

(u) induslries Total 

4.5 
71.8 
50.2 
24.8 

-25.4 

60.5 
42.4 
46.9 
6.2 

61.8 
118.S 
52.2 

-21.4 
-56.1 

58.3 
47.2 

7.4 
-46.3 

Ch;rngc on previou<; year (per cent) 

-4.S 4.5 IS.I 
27.3 46.4 25.9 

6.1 20.S 18.6 
-7.0 -12.7 (b)6.2 

-12.4 -29.5 (b)-8.8 

5,8 
6.5 

-2.3 
-11.7 

20.8 
20.3 

l.3 
-26.1 

19.4 
17.9 

(b)I0.9 
(b)l:8 

-1.s 1.0 
26.I 36.9 
29.4 25.9 

-7.3 (b)l.5 
-18.7 {b)-19.7 

41.S 29.6 
18.1 22.5 

-9.3 (b)9.7 
-5.1 (b)-6.5 

(a) Finuncc, ins1mmcc, rcJJI es1u1e1md busincs.'i~crviccs (include.<> leasing to other sectors). 
(b) Growth l"Jle.'i shown have been adjusted upproximatcl)' for u change to the treatment of 1.msold specuhttivcly 

built c.'<lnstruction projects. 
(t') Bascdonexpcctutionsdutu from theStutisth:iun'sJuly/August surveys for 1982nnd 1983. 

Another contributor to the weakening in private final domestic demand-though of 
lesser magnitude in its direct impact-was the slump in private investment in dive/~ 
lings. This began in 1981-82 and persisted through 1982-83, although by the end of the 
year the fol'Wllrd indicators of'dwelling construction activity suggested that a pick-up in 
housing construction was underway in both the private and public sectors. 

As shown in Chart 2, since about 1975-76.the relationship between.lending for new 
dwellings by the main housing finance institutions and total dwelling construction ac
tivity has weakened, due in part to a surge in dwelling investment in areas Jess reliant on 
traditional sources of finance such as retirement housing, accommodation in resort 
areas and, for a time; housing associated with resource projects: This surge appears to 
have passed for the moment and. the lift in dwelling building approvals in the second 
half of 1982-83 mainly reflects an increase in lending by the major housing finance insti· 
tutions. That increase includes a very large increase in lending for the purchase of estab
lished dwellings, which contributes indireclly to increased dwelling construction ac· 
tivity through. its effect on. relative prices of new and established dwellings and as a 
source of funds to sellers of established dwellings for the purchase of new dwellings. 
Factors behind the increased lending for housing include an improved deposit intake of 
housing finance institutions, particularly savings banks, as a result of a decline in the 
general interest rate struclure and a consequent improvement in their competilive pos-

ition as borrowers. 
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Chart 2: Fonrard Indicators of Dwelllnc Construction Ac:tMty(a) 
Dwelling units 
'000 

60 

45 

30 

15 
'\ 

Th~ 1:Jumber of Finance App!'°vals to The Number of 
lnd1v1duals for the Con~truchon or Public Dwelling 
Pu~hascof NewDwclhnasby Commcnccmcnts(f} 
MaJor Lenders (c) (d) 
"l_ 

1972-73 1974-75 1976-77 1978-79 1980-81 

(a) Quarterly data; scasono.llyndjustcd, thousnndsofdwclling units. 
(b) Break in commencements and building approV'.ils scric3 due lo changes in the 

definition of non-house dwellings f ~om thcScplcmbcr quarter 1973; 
(c) Break in commencements series due to the chansc from a census toll survey collection 

method from the September quarter 1980. 
(d) Break in commencements series due to changes in the method of processing ofsurvcy 

returns from the September quarter 1981, 
(c) Major lenders arc defined assa\lingsbanks, trading banks and permanent building 

societies; these finance approvals relate only to loansifor owner.occupation, 
(f) Derived as the diff ercnce b(tween the seasonally adjusted number of dwelling 

commencements (or approvals) and the seasonally adjusted number or private sector 
dwellingcommcnccments(orapprovals), 

1982-83 

After growing relatively strongly in 1980-81 and in 1981-82, the rate of increase in 
private consumption expenditure slowed markedly in 1982-83 and expenditure fell in 
the second half of the.year; One inftuence on this trend was a slowing in the growth of 
real household disposable income in 1982-83 (with a slight decline recorded in the sec
ond half of the year). In turn, this reftected the slowing.in the growth of real average 
wage earnings, the fall in the number of persons employed and the slump in farm. 
incomes-factors partly offset by strong growth in unemployment benefit. payments 
(and cash benefits generally) and by the reduction in personal income tax rates from I' 
November 1982. Heightened uncertainty in the face of rising unemployment and 
deteriorating economic conditions apparently offset any tendency for consumption to 
be maintained by drawing down savings; so that the aggregate household saving propen· 
sity increased, after adjusting for the effect on that aggregate of the sharp fall in income 
in the fannsector (see Chart 3). 

Taken together, the decline in private investment and the weakening in the growth 
of private final consumption expenditure contributed to a marked (3.2 per cent) fall in 
private final domestic. demand in 1982-83 .. This was partly offset by a rise in govern
ment consumption expenditure, by both Commonwealth.and State and local govern-
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Chart. 3: Changes In Reol HouS<hold Dnposable Income .and 
Private Consumption and the Household Saving Ratio 

percent 

18 

/

llou$CholdS»ing 
Ra1io(pcrcen1)la), 

16 

14 --..... ...... ,____ -............ 

12 ""'Adjusted' Household. 
Saving Ratio(pcrccnt){b) 

10 

,--........ \ Change in Real Household 
I ~ DisposablcJncomc(pcrccn1 Changein PrivaicConsumpHon 

1
1 \~ changccnprcvious:;ear)(c) 

6 I \ 

I 
Eltpcnditure (percent change 
anprcviousycar)(d) 

\ 

\ ,..,--

1~71-72 1972-73 1913·74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1971-78 1918·79 1919 80 1980 81 1981-82 1982-83 

(a} Ratio or household saving to househcld disposable income. • . 
(b) The 'adjusted' household saving ratio is derived from the rut\Qo! private cons~mp~ion 

to adjusted household disposable Income in which farm income IS r~plac~d by 11~ sixteen 
quarler moving average so as to reduce the crrcct of year to ~cnr sw11:1ss. m form m~ome. 
Thc'adjusted' saving ratio seeks to abstract from t~c volnt\h1y tn far~ income which 
tends not ta be reflected lo nearly the same degree m fur!ll con~umpt1on. . 

( c) Change in house~old dispo~a~lc income deflated by, the 1mpllc11 pr1ccdenator of private 

(d) gh~~:°i~u:f~!~; fi~~~~:;~pr/on expenditure in average 1919-80 pric«. 

ment auihoritjes, and strong growl~ in capUa/ expendltur~ by Stat~ and local govern
ment authorities .. G~owth in exports of goo!fs and services also worke\l t? offset, to 
some extent, the decline in private final do\llestic defuan~ i.~_1982-8~; this.reflected 
strong growth in non-rural export,swhich outweighed adeclme m rural exports. 

The effect of, the decline in· final de111and in l982-83 on dom:stic pr'?'1uction. was 
exacerbated by-a large run-down in priv~te no~-farm stocks particularly m th~ ~econd 
half of 1982-83 as businesses, faced, by a squeeze.on cash ftows-?nd profitab1ht~ a~d 
continuing high foterest rate5, moved quickly to reduce inventories. The reduc11.on !n 
non-farm stocks following the rise in !98.1-82·contributed nearly ha~f of !he dech~e m 
total demand in 1982'83, sliglitly more thah contributed· by the fall m private busmess 
fixed investment. Far"! stocks also declined due to the effects of drought. 
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In marked contrastto the previous year, when there was a 5urge in imports, imports 
of goods and services felJ·sharply in. l 982·83'due to·the weakening in final dcmand'
particularly the decline in. import-intensive investment. in plant and cquipment~the 
decumulation of private non-farm stocks and'some improvement inAustralia's relative 
competitiveness as a result of continuing depreciation of the exchange rate. The result· 
ing fall in import penetratfon reduced' the impact.on domestic production of the. full 
effects of the decline in demand. The fall in the volume of Imports in ·the year was 
equivalent to about 2.2 per cent of gross domestic product. 

The Labour Market and Labour l?roductMty·. 
The total number of persons employed in the non-farm sector (measured consist· 

ently with the· national accounts) fell by l.6 per cent'in 1982-83-a somewhat larger 
fall' than the decline in non-farm product-while the corresponding measure of aggre· 
gate hours workedfell by 2;5 per cent. The total number of persons in civilian employ· 
ment in 1982-83 fell by l.4percent, the largest fall for 30 years. 

Hence 'labourshedding' took the form of reductions both in numbers employed and 
in hours worked by those in employment-through greater use·ofpart-time employees, 
reduced overtime and short-time work arrangements. Average labour productivity (per 
hour worked) in the non-farm sector increased substantially in the first half of the year, 
when there was a small increase in non-farm product, and remained at around this level 
in the second half of the year, when non-farm product fell sharply. The overall result 
was thus somewhat similar. to the expcrjence in 1974-75 when rapid growth.in labour 
costs also played a large role in bringing on the reces.ion and when labour productivity 
growth increased relative to the change in. non-farm product. These developments 
appear to have reflected, in large part, strong efforts by employers-conditioned by a 
belief that there would be no early recovery in profits and by the experience of 
1974· 75-to rationalise their labour requirements in response to increased labour costs 
and consequently reduced profits and cash. flows. The completion of construction and 
coming on stream of some resource projects may have contributed to the rise, in- pro~ 
ductivity, although. the decline in manufacturing output has probably been such that 
the change in the industry composition of output has detracted from growth. in 
measured productivity in 1982-83. Some of these empfoyment responses are purely cyc· 
lical (e.g. reduced overtime and short-time arrangements) and should be reversed when 
demand picks up. But the trend towards economising in.labour use-with on-going im· 
plications for employment-may continue for some time until a better relationship be· 
tween labour cosls and profits can be firmly re-established. 

The decline in employment, which began in the second half of 1981-82, gathered 
momentum in 1982·83 (see Chart.4). The number of persons employed in the private 
sector contracted by around. 3.3 per cent ove< the course of 1982·83 but this was offset 
to some degree by an increase in employment in the public sector. Overall, a continued 
rise in part-time employment was more.than offset by a substantial d~cline in f411'time 
employment (see Chart· 5). The numbers of employees and.employers both fell, but the 
number of self-employed remained broadly· unchanged. Data.on employment, vacan
cies· and overtime suggest that the decline in the demand for labour levelled off' towards 
the end of 1982-83. 
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a.art 4: Labour r,farkel Aurqatn (seasonally adjusted) 
Level ('000) 

7000. 

6900 

6800 

6700 

6600 
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6400 

6300 
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Rate (percent} 
62.0 

11.0 

I0.6 

10.2 

9.8 

9.4 

9.0 

8.6 

8.2 

1.8 

7.4 

7.0 

6.6 

6.2 

S.8 

Lcvcl('OOO) 
;o 

40 

JO 

20 

10 

Number or Job Vacancies (not seasonally adjusted) 

MiJlion 
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220 
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1-,..,..,....,..,...,..,.....,,.......,.....,,,,..,-r"'T''""'l"'"'rt'""":~~~rl 
s o M J s %so 8~ J ?981 .s~ %s2-s~ 

(a) The scri!~:~~~n has been smoothed byTr~as
1

ulj' to minimise seasonal and crralic short·lcrm movements. 
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Cllart 5: Select"".Componentsora;m,. Employ111e11t 
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(b) Data for Fcbru11ry, May, Aug list and Novemba' of each yeari not seasonally adJuste_d, 
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D M 
1982-83 

The decline in employment in 1982·83 was particularly evident in the manufactur
ing and construction industries. By contrast, employment continued to rise in some ser
vice industries. ReHecting these trends, the employment of males, particularly trades
men and· other manual workers, was cspcci3\\y adversely affected. As well, for the 
second successive year, there was a large contraction in -the number of juniors in em
ployment0 partly reHecting a longer-term decline in the junior labour force but mainly 
due to the higher susceptibility of juniors to deteriorating labour market conditions
the )atter largely a result of junior wage rates which have evidently bcen"set above the 
relative work value of the employees concerned. 

The impact of the decline in employment on, recorded unemployment. in 1982-83 
was cushioneil to·a small extent by an associated decline in the labour force. partici
pation rate, particularly for juniors and older males0 which was reHected in a rise in the 
number of discouragedjob-scekers who arc classified as being outside the labour force. 
Despite the deterioration in employment during the year, the labour force grew at the 
same raie as in 1981-82. Recorded' unemployment thus rose dramatically over the year; 
the seasonally adjusted· number of persons Memployed increased by 266 100 over the 
year to the June quarter 1983 to 719 300 persons and the unemployment rate rose from 
6.6 per cent to 10:3 per cent. Reflecting. \be changes in the structure· of employment 
already noted, almost the entire rise in unemployment over the last year was in· persons 
seeking full-time work, with adult males accounting for around two-thirds of this in
crease. Unemployment of juniors also rose sharply to take the seasonally adjusted un
employment rate for juniors seeking full-time work to 26.9 per cent in the June quarter 
1983 (seeTable4). 

Table 4: Labour Market 

Junior labour market 

The numbcroremployedpcrsons Unemployment Persons Full-time 
employed unemployment 

FuU·t\mc Part-tinte Total Persons Persons Total (a) rate(b) --- --- --- seeking seeking uncm- --- ----
Change on Change on Change on full· part· ploy. Change on 

a year a year a year time time mcnt a year 
cadicr catlict earlier work work rntc earlier 

(percent} (percent) (percent} <'000!> ('OOOs) (percent) (percent) (percent) 

Ycar(c}-
1979-80 2.0 3,8 2.3 336.0 67,9 6,t 2.1 18.6 
1980-81 22 5,7 2.7 327,5 65.3 5,9 4.5 17.2 
1981-82 t.2 1,2 1.2 349.8 69.9 6,2 -3.3 17.5 
1982-83 -2.6 4,7 -1·,4 538.3 83,8 9,0 -7.9 23.6 

Qua"cr(c)(d)-
1981-82-

Sept. 1.8 2.3 t.9 333,6 63,4 5,8 
-i'.6 

16.2 
Dec. 1.7 0,6 1.6 334.5 66,5 5.9 16.9 
Mar. \,4 \,0 \',3 352.8 73.2 6,2 -4.0 18.0 
June 0,9 0,2 376.9 76.2 6.6 -6.3 19.1 

1982-83-
Sept. -o.8 2.5 -0.3 408.1 82.2 7.1 -5.1 19,S 

°"'· -2.3 6,4 -0.9 521.1 81.8 8.7 -6.5 22.3 
Mar. -4.0 6,6 -2.4 587.9· 82,4 9.6 -10.8 26.1 
June, -3.3 3.4 -2.2 631.3· 88.0 1n3 -9.1 26.9 

(a) Personscmploycdagid 1S-19years. 
(b) The num~r of juniors (those aatd.1 S-19 years) see kins ~ult-time work as a percentage of the junior full-time Jabour force. 
(c) Based on the average of the monthly observations fort he Period. 
(d) Seasonally unadjusted except for. the measures of unemployment and the full-time unemployment rate for juniors. 
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l1eo- aH·Lallour Coots 

The marked .deterioration.in the labour market,,reiJiforceclby the adi>ption of the 
'wages·pausc"from.Dccem~r 1982, led' to a sharp slowing in increases in award wage 
rates and earninpduring, 1982-83 (sceTable 5). 

Award rates of pay grew strongly in the second halfof 1981-82 and the early months 
of 1982-83. In part, this reflected increases in individual awards following the May 1982 
National Wage Case decision which, while ostensibly not recognising the· 1981" metal in
dustry agreement as establishing a 'community standard', facHitated the ratifii:ation: o( 
agreements· that were in accordance with it. As a result, wage increases comparable to 
those under the metal industry agreement spread rapidly to most .areas of employ111ent 
covered by industrial.awards. A survey"' of 60 major Federal awards estimated: ihat 
about 83 per cent of employees covered by these awards received award wage increases 
in the three months from June to August 1982, with a further 15 percent receiving in
creases in the following three months. 

Table 5: Award Rates of Pay and Earnlnp 

Avcr~ge_wcekly earningS (,survey bas!s) 
Award rates Avcraaccarnings 

of pay: Toi al (natiOnaJ ~cwunlJ l:mfs)(a) 
adult wage Full·timcadull Total. earnings 
and salary ordinary lime earnings in real Jn nominal Jn real 
earncrs(b) earnings(c} (d) tcrms(e) terms tcrrns(t) 

Year-
Change on previous period {per cent) 

1979-80 8,8 9.4 9.9 -0,2 9,5 -0,6 
1980-81 11»7 14.2 13.5 3.8 13.2 3.5 
1981-82 12.2 (/)13.3 (/)13.6 (/)3.9 13.7 4.0 
1982-83 10.8 14.2 11.2 -0.1 p.9 0.5 

Half year (g)-
1981-82 1 10.4 (/)12.9 (/)12.2 (/)2.9 12.1 2.9 

II 16.7 16,8 18.5 7.4 17.3 6.3 
1982-83 1 12.0 16.8 10.5 -1.8 15.9 3.0 

II 3.3 7.1 6.0 -3.4 1.4' -7.6 

(a) Non-farm wages, salaries and supplements per non.farm wage and salary eame-r. 
(b) Growth ralcsarc based on weighted averag~ figures CCl}trcd on the i:niddlc of the period. 
(c)' For the June quarter 1981 and earlier periods the figures arc based on estimates of full-time non-managerial 

adult male average w~ekly ordinary time earnings derived froril·payroll.taic. and ~thcr returns for the w~olc 
quarter. From the September quarter 1981 the estimates arc based on a new survey of private and government 
employers and relate to average weekly ordinary t_ime earnings of all adult full-time employees for a pay Pc'rlod 
around the middle or each quarter. 

(d) For the June quar1u·J98J .and earlier periods lho rotaJ averasc weekly earninp tiiures 1rebascd on the: former 
payroll lax based se~cs on a so-called 'male units' basis. From the September quarter 1981 the estimates arc 
based on the new survey and relate to total average weekly caminp for.all'cmployoes. 

(t) Deflated by the implicit price dcftatorof privale final consumption expenditure. 
({) Based on linksto1hcformerpayroll ta:it ba;Kdscricsat thc~ptcmtierquartcr 1981. 
(r) Growth·ratcs arc at annual rates and uscscuonally adjusted data for the 'old' averajc weekly earnings series, 

the 'old: avc:raae weekly ordinary time earnings series and the average earnings 5eries o~ a natlotial accounts 
b;isis; the award rates of pay series, the 'new' average wcc~ly ordin.ary time camingucrics and the 'new' average 
weekly earnings series are not seasonally adjusted. 

m Commonwealth Government Submission, Exhibit 9, to the June,1983 National Wage Case. 
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Developments in various measures of wage rates and earnings are shown in Chart·6. 
The.slowing in the rate of increase in a.ward rates of pay apparent from September 1982 
was not reftectedfa a corresponding slowing in.average weekly ordinary time earnings 
of adult full-time employees until the second half of 1982-83 despite the introduction of 
sh0rt-ti.mc·'\'.o.rk.arra0gements in some areas. This lag appears to have reflected, inter 
alia, delays i.n ~he payment of award wage increases, the timing of the earnings surveys 
and differe11ccs· in the C!JVerage of the series. Changes in the composition.of full-time 
employment may also l\ave played a part'"· In the case or average weekly earning<;, 
these factors were partly offset by reductions in overtime and the continuing shift to 
part~time employment. 

Following a special ·Premiers' Conference held on 7 December 1982 the Common
wealth, State and Northern Territory· Governments initiated a pause in wage and salary 
increases and in hours reductions for both public and private sector employees. This 
took the form. or interventions in support of a pausebefore the relevant industrial tri
bunals and; in some cases, legislation to freeze the wages of public sector employees. 
The Australian Conciliation and Arbitratfon Commission agreed to apply a pause in 
wages and conditions from 23 December 1982 until at least 30 /une 198land each· of 
the State industrial tribunals agreed to simila< pauses in thei'r respective jurisdictions. 
Legislative arrangements extended the 'pause' to twelve months for employees of the 
Commonwealth and Western Australian Governments. 

On 29 June 1983 a full bench ofthe Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Com
mission ~gan hearing a National Wage Case on claims by the ACTU for the intro
duction of a centralised system of wage determination based on quarterly indexation of 
all award and over-award wage rates, commencing. with· the increase in the CPI from 
the March quarter 1983 .. Pending a decision in that case, the guidelines that applied 
under the 'wages pause' remain in effect. 

Average award rates of pay increased only marginally-by 0.3 per cent-between 
January 1983 and June 1983, which suggests that (he 'wages pause' was effective d~ring 
this perioo. Earning<; growth for the same period remained somewhat higher, but never
theless also slowed considerably in the second hiilfof 1982-83. 

For 1982'83 as· a· whole, average weekly earning<; for all employees rose by 11.2 per 
cent, and average weekly ordinarytime earnings for·adultfull-time employees by 14.2 
per cent. After deflation for movements i!l tJ:te consumer price index, real average 
weekly earnings fell over the course of 1982-83; by the June quarter. 1983 they were 
comparable to their level' in· the December quart~r 1981 but real average wee~ly ord
inary time earnings remained 2:5 per cen( aboy0 that level (see Chart7). Over the three 
years to.the June quartef'! 983, real average.weekly earnings· increased by 4.4 per cent; 
for real ordinary tjme earnitig5 the increase was s:o per cent, 

The sharp· falls· in employment and·thecslowing in earnings growth.during 1982-83 
led to a slowing iri the growth of wages, safaries and supplements and in the second half 
of the.year that aggregate declined. However, this.was partly offset by reductions in.in
come tax scales in November 1982 and lilrge increases in transfer payments. from the 

m· This is discussed in a technical note on pages 88-95 of the Information Paper on the Economy submitted to 
the National Economic Sumrilit Conference, April 1983: 
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Chart 6: Incl .. tsof. Wage Rain and Earnl•I•' 
(September quarter 1979 • 100) 

Index level 
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Average Hourly Earnings for All Employees(a) 

Average Weekly Or<!inary Time Earnings 
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~~..,.,,... Adult WagcandSalaryEnrncrs ro.---.1 Av.rage Hourly Award Rates or Pay for 
Adult Wage Earners 

D M 
1980·81' 

D M 
J98JC82 

S D M 
1982-83 

(a) ~:1~!~~~i:Sc~:!h~~r;~~:~i~~~~:~::%c;t,<~i~~~~Jb~hac:::~~~!!~'ki!1h::!~~~~k~;lc 
by all employees. The latter series has been smoothed by Treasury to minimise seasonal 
andcrraticshort-tcrmmovemcnls. 

(b) Average wecklyordinarytimecarnings for all adult full·timccmployccs linked to the 
'old' seasonally adjusted average weekly ordinary time earningsseries for full·time non· 
managerial adult male employees at 1hc September quarter 1981. 

(c) ~;i~~~~~i:Sc:~!h~~rcn~~cg~C!~ ~~=~!~J~~ci5. linked to the'old'seasonally adjusted male 

(d) Break in series associated with change rrom payroll tax based earnings series to survey 
based earnings series, Further details provided in footnotes (a) to (c}. 

Commonwealth so that, after allowance for price increases, real household disposable 
income remained virtually unchanged in 1982-83. Details of some of tfle major com
ponents of household disposable income are shown in Table 6. 

Real'unit labour costs, which,rose in.1981-82as increases in.hourly labour costs out
stripped increases in prices and productivity, appear to have remained at·a high level in 
1982-83 but to have fallen in' the second halfof·the year as wage increases slowed. Table 
7 shows two measures ofreal unit labour costs, One is an estimate o( such costs in the 
non-farm sector; this shows:a decline .. in the.second half of.the. year. However, this 
measure may· be affected by shifts in the compo5ition of output between the public, 
dwellings and unincorporated sectors and the private corporate. sector .. The second· 
measure shows real unit labour costs in the private non-farm corporate sector and 
avoids possible distortions due lo such shifts, but is· available only on a financial year 
basis. Over recent years it shows a slightly stronger rise in real•unit labour costs than the 
first measure. 
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Clwt 7: Prlcn, Eamllp aocl Real Earnhop 
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(•) Avcraae weekly earninp for all employees linked to the 'old' seasonally adjusted male 
units series 

(b} Dreakin 'basedca,rningsscriestosurvey 
tnotcs(_a)tnd(d). 

(c) ::i:~c~~981 ind on the eiJhl capital cities index thereafter, • 
(d)· Avera1c weekly ordinary_time earnings ,for all adult fu!l·lhl'\c e'!'ployee.shnkcd to 

the •o\d' seasonally adjusted average weekly ordinary time carnrngs series for full
timc non-man11cri1l 1dult male employees at the Scptembc~ quarler 198 ! • defl~tcd 
by the six Stat~ capital cities consumer pri~e ind.ex i~ the period up tOa!Jd mclud1ng 
the June quarter 1980 and by theel&ht capital cities index thereancr. . . 

(e) Average weekly carninasscrics described in fa;otnole (a), dcflate.d by the six Slat~ 
capital citiesconsUmct price lndex in the perk~ up lo and includmg lhcJvnc quarler 
1980 and by the cit ht capi1al cities index thereafter. 
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T•ble 6: Household Incomes (Including Incomes of Unincorporated,Eaterprim) 

Vear~ 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981,82 
1982-83 

Halfycar(t')-

Wnges, 
salaries and 

supplements 

11.3 
16.2 
IS.3 
I0:4 

Income of 
farmunin· 
corporalcd 
enterprises 

JJ,8 
-JS.3 
-7.7 

-48.7 

lncomcofothcr 
unincorporated Personal 
enterprises and benefit 
from dwclliilgs payments to House· ln«imc 

andintcrest residents hold 1 .. 
and dividends (o) income paid 

Change on previous period (percent) 

10.1 8.7 II.I 17.S 
14.0 12.9 14,0 16.6 
18.0 16.3 IS.I 21.0 
JS.2 22.0 11'.0 8.2 

R 
house 

House· ho! 
hold dis 

dispos· ab! 
able incom 

income (b 

10.2 o. 
13.4 3. 
13.7 4. 
11.4 o. 

1981""82 ,: . :i:~ -i::~ ;n IS.2 16.6 16.2 16.2 6. 

1982,83 ,1, : ~1:~ =~~:~ :::~ iU :H J! :H _t, 
(a) :~~~:~~s':,~~f~::~~~a~~~~c~~:~~.ncfils, family allowances, widows', age, invalid and repatriation pensions and other trans 

~!: ~~':,~~)11: :~j:::~c0i~::,~:,~:.natcd by the implicit price de Ila tor for private final consumption expenditure, 

Table 7: Indexes of Average Real Unit Labour Costs 
(Average 1966-67to 1972-73=100) 

Year-
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973~ 74 
J974-7S 
197S 76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981 ~82 
1982-83 

Hutrycar(c)-
1981-82 I 

II 
1982,83 1 

II 
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Average real unit 
labourcosts(a)

non·rann sector 

102 
IOI 
!OS 
110 
108 
108 
108 
!OS 
!OS 
!OS 
107 
107 

!OS 
109 
109 
106 

Average real unit 
Jabour costs (b)-privale 

non-farm corporate sector 

JOI 
JOO 
!OS 
109 
107 
106 
107 
104 
103 
102 
105 
107 

n.a. 
n.a. 

The.downturn in economic activity.and:increased labour costs had a severe effect on 
business· profits in 1982. The gross operating surplus of trading enterprise companies 
declined by 6 per cent in, nominal tenns in 1982 or by 17 per cent in real'lerms (relative 
to the price deflator for gross non-fann product); there-was a partial recovery in the 
second half of 1982-83 by about 5 per cent in real terms. 

A number of other guides to trends in profitability and cash flows are shown in 
Chart 8. The top two lines of the chart show the share of the gross operating surplus of 
the non-fann, private corporate sector (both before and after stock valuation 
adjustment) in that sector's gross product at factor cost. Both shares declined in 
1981-82 and I 982-83 to near historically low levels. 

Gross operating surplus includes, Inter a/la, interest payments and' direct taxes as 
well as profits: In view of the high levels of interest rates in recent years and the rising 
indebtedness of the corporate sector, the decline in profits is likely to have been greater 
than the reeorded decline in the gross operating surplusshares. Cash flows would have 
been even further constrained because of the lag.in tax payments which, are' made in 
respect of the. previous year's taxable income. An approximate guide to within-year 
trends in profitability and cash flows is provided by the bottom line of Chart 8; it 
suggests that in, the second half of 1982-83 profitability and cash flows may have 
recovered somewhat from the very low level established in the first half of the year, but 
remained well below historical levels. This more traditional measure may, however, be 
affected by distortions due to the shifts in the composition of output. 

Prices 
The rate of inflation continued· unabated in the first half of 1982-83' mainly as a 

result of the earlier strong growth ill, labour costs and relatively large increases in a 
range of government ·charges and taxes. Price increases eased during the second half of 
the year, reflecting the slowing in the growth of labour costs partly offset by the impact 
on some meat prices ofthe breaking of the drought and possibly by some recovery in 
profit margins. Domestic prices also benefitted from a slowing in inflation overseas, 
despite the depreciation of the exchange rate over the course of the year. Sy the second 
half of the year the rate of price increase in Australia was more than, twice as high as in 
our major trading partners. 

The deftator for gross non-farm product-a broad ·measure of the domestic 
component of inflation-rose by ii .4 per cent in I 982-83 following an increase of 11.8 
per cent. in 1981-82. However, as shown in. Chart 9, growth, in this deflater slowed 
sharply in the second half of the year (though this slowing may be somewhat 
over-stated in the estimates because of suspected problems with seasonal adjustment) 
reflecting the effects of the deceleration in labour costs and continued sluggishness in 
demand: Growth of expenditure prices also slowed in the second half of the,year, when 
the deftator for total domestic final,demand increased at an annual rate of 8.4 per cent 
(seeT~ble8). 
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{c) T~cralioofthcsrossopcratingsurpfusoftradlngcmuprisccompJnfcsandCinandal 
cn\crpriscs (kss im'pu1cd bank service charge) to gross n01Jtofurm product al fo~tor 
cost;scasonallyadjustcd, 
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The drought had· a noticeable cll'ect on meat prices during. 1982-83. As feeding 
~me more difficult, beasts were brought to market early. This led to a fall in 
livestock prices and helped to· restrain growth in the· prices· of material inputs to 
manufacturing and• in consumption .. prices in the first half of 1982-83. In the final 
quarter of the year livestock prices. increased sharply a.~ stock were. withheld from 
markets as the drought came to an end. 

Chart ·9: Implicit Price Deflators (percentage changes at annual rates) (a) 
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Fiscal Conditions 
The Commonwealth Budget deficit in. 1982'83 was·$4473m; equivalent to 2.8 per 

cent of GDP. Thls compared with·adeficitof$548m or0.4.percentof GDP in.1981-82 
and repre5ented a sharp departurdrom the sustained downward trend in the deficit as 
apropi>rtionofGDPbetween 1977-78and 1981-82. 

The 1982-83 Budget deficit outcome was. S2799m above the Budget-time estimate. 
The deficit overrun was attributable primarjly to the effects of the unexpected severity 
of the. weakness in the labour market on receipts and outlays, particularly social 
security outlays, and. to· post-Budget decisions, mainly on the expenditure side (see 
Statement No. 5). 

In 1982-83,. Commonwealth budget outlays increased by 18.5 per cent. This 
represented an increase of 6.3 per cent in reancrms, the largest such increase since 
197¢.75 and well above the average annual increase of around 2 per cent recorded 
during the seven intervening years. Budget outlays were equivalent to 30.4 per cent of 
GDP in 1982-83, exceeding the previous peak of 30.0 per cent in 1975-76. 

Commonwealth budget receipts increased by 9.1 per cent in 1982-83 compared with 
an increase of 15.9 per cent in 1981-82. In realterms,.budget receipts fell by 2.1 per cent 
in 1982-83, compared with growth of 3.7 per cent in 1981-82 andan annual average real 
increase of around 4.4 per cent over the decade to 1981-82. The decline in real budget 
receipts in· 1982-83 was the·first since 1972-73 (when payroll tax was transferred to the 
States), and the largest since at least the mid-1950s. Nominal GDP grew even more 
slowly in 1 ~82-83 than budget receipts,, with the result that, as a proportion of 
estimated GDP, budget receipts increased marginally in 1982-83 to reach a new record 
highof27.7 percent. 

Current outlays and receipts of the Commonwealth non-budget sector are relatively 
small: Some details of developments in the sector are given in Statement No. 6 and in 
Table 10 attached to that Statement. 

State and local sector outlays also increased strongly in 1982-83. As a proportion of 
GDP, State and local sector outlays increased to 22.2 per cent from 20.2 per cent in 
1981-82 (sec Table 9). Abstracting'from the effects of sale and lease-back transactions. 
with the private sector, these outlays are estimated to have increased by 6 per cent in 
real terms compared with 4 per. cent in 1981-82. A major. component of the increase in 
1982-83 was in· fixed. capital expenditure which is estimated to have increased by 
around 8 per cent in real terms reflecting; in particular, large increases in capital.works 
undertaken by electricity authorities. 

State and local government revenues from own sources arc estimated on a 
preliminary basis to have• increased by 17 per cent (or 5 per cent in real terms) in, 
1982-83. Commonwealth payments to the State and local sector increased.by $413m 
above Budget-time estimates (principally reticcting 'wages pause savings' transfers and 
assistance in ·respect of drought and· bushfires). Total State and· local sector revenues 
(including transfers and advances from the Commonwealth) are estimated to have 
increased by 17 pcr·ccnt in 1982-83, or by 5 per cent in real terms. 
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The overall State and local sector deficit (net of Commonwealth advances) in 
1982-83 is estimated to have been $5 l 82m; as a proportion of GDP it was 3.2 per cent, 
up from 2.5 per cent in 1981-82. There was thus a continuation of the trend; evident 
since the mid' 1970s, of increased resort to borrowing by State and local authorities. 

The major part of tho increase in State and local government borrowing in 1982-83 
represented borrowings of State electricity authorities, following the agreement at the 
June 1982 Loan Council meeting to remove the controls over the amount and terms of 
their domestic borrowings. Conventional longer term borrowings by these authorities 
rose to S2612m in 1982-83, some 122 per cent above their level in 1981-82. These 
figures do not cover olf-program financing techniques employed by these authorities, 
specifically leasing, trade credit and short term borrowings. Following the June 1982 
decision, electricity authorities reduced their recourse to such techniques. 

Total public sector outlays arc estimated to have increased' by 19 per cent in 
1982-83 or by 7 per cent in real terms; as a proportion of GDP they rose to 42.6 per. cent 
which was well above tho previous high point of 39.6 per cent reached by this ratio in 
the mid-1970s (sec Table 9 and also Statement No. 6). 

As a percentage of GDP, the Public Sector Borrowing Requirement (PSBR) is 
estimated to have almost doubled from 3.3 per cent in 1981-82 to 6.4 per cent in 
1982-83, with both the Commonwealth and the, State and local government sectors 
contributing to the increase (sec Tablo.10). 

Table 9: Public Sector Outlays as a Percenta1e of Gross Domestic Product 

State and Local Government Sector 

Year-
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 

Financed by: 
Common· 

wealth Common-
sector wealth 

outlays(a)(b) a.ssistance(c) 
(percent) (percent) 

(I) (2) 

24.6 8.1 
29.4 10.4 
30.6 11.6 
30.2 10.7 
JI.I 11.1 
29.5 10.5 
28.9 10.1 
28.9 9.9 
29.3 9.S 
31.8 10.2 

Own 
runds 

(percent) 
(3) 

8.4 
9.0 
8.S 
9.2 
9.9 
9.7 
9.9 

10.S 
10.7 
12.0 

Tolal(b) Total(b)(d) 
(percent) (percent) 

(4) (5) 

16.6 31.6 
19.4 37.1 
20.1 37.9 
20.0 38.2 
20.9 39.6 
20.3 38.0 
20.0 37.7 
20.3 38.1 
20.2 38.8 
22.2 42.6 

(a) Bud~t and non.budget sector. The latter comprises mainly capital expenditure. 
(b)· l(adJustmcnt is made for sale and lease-back transactions with the private sCctor, the estimates for 1981-82 and 

1982-83, the years principilly aff"1cd; arc increased by the following amounts:· for the Commonwealth sector 
by a~proximatcly 0.2 and 0.1 percentage points rcspectively;.for the State and local government sector by ap
proximately 0.7 a~d O.S pc~ntagc points respectively; and for the total public sector by approximately 0.9 and 
C.6 percentage pomts rcspc<:t1vcly. 

(r) Direct assistance from the Commonwealth budget. 
(d) Net or all transfers bctwetn Commonwealth and Stale and local government sectors. Column (S) is equal to 

column (I) plus column (3) less interest payments between these sectors. 
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Tallle 10: PuWle Sector Borrowl111R ... ulrement(a)(b) 

Year-
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 

Commonwealth 
J«tor 

Percentage 
Sm of GDP 

353 0.7 
2516 4.1 
3530 4.8 
3029 3.6 
3851 4.3 
3618 3.5 
2457 2.1 
1470 I.I 
1087 0.7 
5188 3.2 

State and local 
1ovcmmentJeetor(c) 

Percentage 
Sm of GDP 

457 0.9 
925 1.5 
450 0.6 

I 022 1.2 
1616 1.8 
1926 1.9 
2248 2.0 
3175 2.4 
3769 2.l 
5182 3.2 

Total 

Percentage 
Sm of GDP 

812 1.6 
3440 5.6 
3979 5.5 
4052 4.9 
5467 6.1 
5545 5.4 
4704 4.1 
4645 3.6 
4856 3.3 

10370 6.4 

(a). Total public Helot Outlays I• reeclptl: net advanCOI to othcrHCtors by the publlctcctor are treated u outlayt. 
Thll mmurc differs from tho meuurc of nct.borrowln1 by the public HCtorulCd in Chart JI, In which net 
advaneo1 arc treated u lendlna. 

(b) If adjustment 11 made for 11Jc and Jcue-btck tran11ctlon1 with the private sector, the e1timate1 as a percentage 
of GDP for 1981-82and 1982-83, the years principally affected, arc increased by the following amounts: for the 
Commonwealth sector by approximately 0.2 and 0.1 pcrcentaac poinlS respectively; for the State and local 
aovemment sector by approximately 0.7 and O.S pcrccntaac poi nu rcspcctivelyi and for the total public sector 
by appro:clmateJy 0.9and 0.6 pucenla,e.polntsmpccliveJy, 

(c) The fiaure& for the deficit of the State and local aovcrnment scctorshown here do not include advances from the 
Commonwcallh budact; they theiefore indicate the raidual borrowing requirement of the sector. 

Monetary Conditions 
Monetary conditions arc influenced by developments in the domestic economy, 

(e.g. changes in the level of economic activity, changes in not borrowing and lending by 
dilferentsectors and changes, in economic policies) and by developments in overseas 
financial markets. 

Overseas financial conditions have been an increasingly important influence on 
domestic financial developments as the Australian financial system has become more 
closely linked with world financial markets. During 1982'83, substantial falls in 
overseas interest rates and more liquid financial conditions abroad wore accompanied 
by similar trends in Australian financial markets, just as relatively high interest rates 
and tighter financial conditions had been experienced both overseas and at homo in 
1981-82; Chart 10 depicts movements in United States and Australian medium term 
bond yields over the period 1979-80 to 1982-83. Both rates fell over the course of 
1982-83, although with a wider margin. developing than in previous years, reflecting, 
inter a/ia; the independent influence on interest rates in tho two countries of the 
demand for and supply of finance, and exchange rate and inflationary expectations. 

Underlying the developments in domestic financial markets in 1982-83 were 
substantial changes in the net lending and borrowing positions oftho major sectors of 
the economy. In particular, corporate sector net borrowing had risen to a very high 
p,roportion. of GDP in. 1981-82, partly reflecting increased corporate investment in 
resource-related projects. Jn, 1982-83, however, corporate not borrowing fell sharply, 
despite reduced corporate profitability and cash flow, as fixed investment slumped and 
inventories fell substantially. 
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Chart 10: Medium-term Gomnment Bond Yields In Australia and the 
United States 
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The fail in corporate net borrowing in t 982-83 was offset by a more than two-fold 
increase in public sector net borrowing, from about $4600m in 1981-82 to about 
$9800m in 1982-83. While net lending to Australia from the external sector decreased, 
net lending by the household sector increased substantially, the latter arising from a 
moderate rise in household savings and a marked fall in· investment by the household 
sector, particularly dwelling investment. The public sector was thus able to finance the 
large increase in its deficit in an environment of falling nominal domestic interest.rates. 
This occurred partly because of the fall in overseas interest rates; partly because of an 
apparent developing expectation that our inHation rate would fall in· the short.term (if 
for no other reason than the very depressed state of economic activity); and partly 
because of the increase in household net lending and reduced competition for funds 
from the corporate sector. 

Chart 11 illustrates developments in the net lending and. borrowing positions of the 
major sectors of the Australian economy as a proportion of GDP over the last five 
years. As is evident from the chart and the discussion above, the deterioration of the 
economy in 1982-83 resulted in a redirection of net borrowing and· the associated 
financial Hows but not in any reduction in the overall levels of real borrowing and 
lending undertaken' 
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Cloartll: Net Lea.iitlaaod Borrowln~ by Sector 
(percent of Gross Domcs11cProduct)(a) 
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Primary liquidity Formation 

There· was a large increase ($5979m) during 1982-83 in the non-official sector's 
hold~n~ of liqu.id assets. and Commonwealth Government securities (LOS assets), 
consisting or an increase in currency and deposits wilh the Reserve Bank (S336m) and 
~ommonwealth Government securities ($5643m). This reflected the marked increase 
m .the Commonwea!th domestic budget deficit in the year and very large surpluses on 
private sector foreign exchange transactions (PSFET) in several months of the 
fina?cial year, p•rticula.rly in the period September lo December 1982 and again in 
April 1983, which contributed to a record PSFET surplus of $3871 m for the year as a 
whole. The net outcome was that, even though sales or Government securities 10 the 
non-financial sector. were high, there was for much or the year. a comparatively ready 
availability of LOS assets to the financial sector. 

A little under half of the aggregate take-up of Commonwealth Government 
~curities in .1982-83-some S2390m-was in Australian Savings Bonds (ASBs). This 
instru~ent gives the Commonwealth direct access to household sector savings, thereby 
~educing. l~e extent .lo which the deficit is financed through lhe process or 
~nte!m~diallon-:-lhat is by the household sector depositing funds in financial 
inst1tu11ons which arc then enabled to purchase Government securities. ASBs can 
thereby be particularly effective in constraining growth. in the monetary aggregates. 
The large sales of ASBs in 1982-83 can in this sense be regarded as one or the more 
successful aspects or monetary policy; without them the increase in household deposits 
with financial institutions and in the monetary aggregates would have. been much 
greater. In another sense, the relatively high dependence in the deficit financing task 
~po? h~gh sales or AS~s was, potentially at least, a cause for concern. The ASB is a very 
hqutd instrument, being redeemable at one month's notice. In past periods (e.g. 
I?Sl-82) when the ASB rate has not been kept competitive, redemptions have been 
high. 

Secondary Credit Formation 

Secondary sources or credit growth contributed substantially less to the overall 
grm~th of t~e monetary aggregates during 1982-83 than in earlier recent years. In 
parltc~lar, with the cor'."'rate .sector's demand for credit considerably weakened by the 
recession, the growth in maJor trading bank advances during the year was much 
reduced, from 12.1 per cent in the twelve months to June 1982 to 8.1 per cent in the 
twelve months to June 1983. 

. Among the groups or major financial intermediaries only the savings banks 
~ncreased the growth of their advances in 1982-83. Savings bank loans outstanding 
increased by 20.1 per cent overthe twelve months to June 1983 compared.with 11.0 per 
cent over the twe~ve mo?ths to June 1982. Of the $2960m increase in savings bank 
a~vances outs.tandmg <lurmg.1982-83, some Sl688m went to housing loans-compared 
with Sl061m m 1981-82-wtth another $872m directed to commercial bills. The latter 
figure m~ant that the savings banks were much more significant participants in the 
commercial finance market during 1982-83 than previously. 

The growth rate of advances by finance companies, building societies and merchant 
banks fell substantially during the year from 18.3 per cent over the twelve months to 
June 1982 to 9.6 per cent last year. Advances by merchant banks showed the sharpest 
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deceleration on this comparison-from almost 40 per cent to around 10 per cent, 
although their lending was still strong by comparison with, say, finance companies 
whose advances outstanding rose by only 4.6 per cent during the year ( 15.6 per cent in 
1981-82). 

The downward slide of lending by the institutions that lend primarily to the com.
mercial sector was amplified by sizeable private sector borrowings off.:Shore and by the 
continued relatively strong growth of the various forms of commercial bill financing 
taking place outside. financial institutions' balance sheets. This latter development was 
encouraged by a shift during the year of interest rate differentials. in favour of bill 
financing. 

The Monetary Aggregates 
The volume. of money measure, M3, increased by 12.5 per cent over the twelve 

months to June 1983, or by I I.I per cent for 1982-83 in average year-on-year terms. 
This latter increase was only slightly above the projected range or 9 to 11 per cent 
annual average growth announced in last year's Budget Speech, but there was a marked 
acceleration in M3 growth during the later months of the financial year. The underlying 
influences on M3 growth during 1982-83 are shown in Table l l. 

As shown in Table 12, there were marked differences in the growth rates of the vari
ous financial aggregates in 1982-83. This largely reflected the very high growth rate or 
savings bank deposits, which increased by 19.2 per cent, the strongest such growth since 
1972-73: M2 (which excludes savings bank deposits) thereby grew substantially less 
quickly than M3. Deposits ofnon-bank financial institutions included in M6 grew in ag
gregate at a similar rate to trading bank deposits, so that the rate of growth in this 
measure was a little lower than that in M3. This pattern of growth rates presented a 
considerable contrast to the experience of earlier years. 

One.development which' appears to have influenced these differences in monetary 
growth· rates was the liberalisation of the banking regulations in recent times. This may 
have led to banks becoming more competitive relative to non-banks and thus to reinter
mediation of funds to banks from· non-banks. 

Constraints on the deposit rates which can be offered by both trading and savings 
banks were removed in December 1980. Further, in March 1982, the 30 day notice of 
withdrawal requirement for savings banks' savings investment accounts was removed, 
and trading banks were allowed to borrow large deposits for terms as short as fourteen 
days, instead of the previous minimum of thirty days. In August 1982, there were 
amendments to the regulations under the Banking Act relating to assets in which 
savings banks may invest.depositors~ funds. However, the 'rcintermediation' that did 
occur during 1982-83 was, as indicated earlier,. not predominantly from non-bank 
financial institutions to banks in general~ but rather from non-bank financial insti
tutions and the trading banks to the savings banks. 

It seems that much of the explanation for the differing monetary growth rates may 
lie in cyclical rather than structural intluenccs. In particular, the decline in net borrow
ing by the corporate sector, the increase in household savings and in public sector bor
rowing, and the reduced rate of overseas borrowing would have tended to stimulate the 
growth or financial institutions intermediating household savings, including savings 
banks, and dampen that of the institutions lending to the corporate sector, such as 
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Table JZ: Gro"l~RatesofSeleele4FIU11CialA11resa1u (a) 
(percent) 

1918-19 1919-80 1980-81 1981·82 1982-83 

5.9 
8.1 

12.5 
Ml(b) 
M2(c) 
MJ(d) 
M6(t) 

16,1 
13.J 
11.8 
14.2 

12.9 
16.5 
12.J 
IJ.1 

12.0 
15.2 
12.1 
15.1 

1.6 
13.9 
11.J 
13.& I0.1(p) 

li~ ~i{n~~wf~~cn~:.i::!'~~~,~~!~~~~~:~~~~r" and coin, deposits with the Reserve Dank und cur· 
rent dcpo1\ts wlth.lradlna banks. Current deposits with trading blinks held by Commonwealth.and 
Slate Oovernmcnl1 and by other banks arc excluded. 

(c) Defined as Ml plus the non-bank sector's non-current dcpoli11 with tmdingbunks. Trading bank de· 
posits held by Commonwealth and S1a1c Oovcrnmcnts and by other banks urc excluded. 

(d) Defined 11 Ml plus the non-bank Kttor'sdeposits wilh all aavlnpbanks. 
(t) Defined as Ml pf us the non-bank 1«1or's dcpo1f11 w£th buildin1 K>Cfctics, finance companies, acncnll 

tlnanclcrs and money matkct corporations. Cuh holdlnp and bank deposits of lhesc latter institutions 
arc excluded. 

{p) Preliminary. 

finance companies, merchant banks and, to a lesser degree, trading banks. Cyclical 
movements in the economy also affect the relative competitive positions of the con
trolled and uncontrolled financial institutions. During an upturn in the economy,.when 
interest rates are tending to rise, institutions subject to below-market ceilings on their 
lending rates-and thus, for profitability reasons, unable to compete effectively for de
posit funds-tend to be relatively disadvantaged. Conversely, during a.cyclical down
turn as in 1982-83 market rates fall relative to the more 'sticky' lending rate ceilings 
under which controlled· institutions are operating. These controls are then less binding 
and the affected institutions can attempt to make up lost ground by maintainingrela· 
lively attractive deposit rates: The savings banks, being the financial institutions most 
directly affected by lending rate ceilings, find their deposit performance especially 
prone to counter-cyclical. variation, Moreover, a downturn in economic activity, by 
increasing uncertainty, promotes a higher premium on security and liquidity; in 1982-83 
this also could have added to the relative attractiveness of depositing with banks. 

With the growth rate of M3 increasing slightly through the year; and nominal GDP 
growth declining, the M3 velocity declined sharply (by about 31 per cent between the 
first halves of 1982 and of 1983), in contrast to its longer term annual trend rate of 
growth of around 1.6 per cent. As the growth rate of M6 fell by 3.2 percentage points 
between the two half years, the decline in the M6 velocity was not as pronounced. 

Overall, however, there was a fall during 1982·83 in the velocity of circulation of 
each of the financial aggregates broader than M2. This would be consistent with a view 
that monetary policy, in itself, did little to restrain inflation and inflationary expec· 
tations during 1982-83. Given the lags involved, however, the continued high rate of 
monetary growth relative to the very depressed level of activity may not have had much 
impact on the inflation process during 1982-83 itself, but rather raises a question as to 
the future consequences for inflation. 
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llllla11ee of Pay•HIS 
An overall balance ofpa)'lllents surplus of S243Sm. was recorded in 1982-83; The 

pattern of the previous two yea!'$· of strong capitar inftows exceeding the current 
account deficit was again evident. Table 13 and Chart 12 show the main balance of pay
ments aggregates for recent years. 

Table 13: lllllanceorPay11ents:MalnA11recates 
(Sm, not seasonally adjusted) 

Current Accounl
Exports 
lmporls , . 

Tnideb:llimi:'c 
Nctinvisiblcs .. , 

Curtcnt uccount bal11nce 

C11plt11l Affi>unt-
Oovcrnmcntsccuritlcs , . 

S«uri1iadomidltdo¥crscas . 
Securities domiciled In Austnlll:. 

Othcrgovcrnmcnt . , 
To1111 aovcrnmcnt aipitul 

Tradccrcditnci .. , .•.•.. , 
Foreign invcslmcnt in cn1crpriscs in Austridia

Undtstributcd inct1mc 
Other . , .. , , , .. , 

Other prh'Ute c11pit1d und bahanclna item 
Net llppun:nt privn1cc1tpilul in How 
Net uppurcnt cupital Inflow 

Net officlal monctarymovemcn1s 

Priv11tcsec1or rorcign exchange 1runsm:tlons(a) 

1982·8J 
198()..81 1981-82 1982-83 

First Second 
Year Ycu Ye&r hair hair 

18718 19089 20697 10430 10267 
-19169 -22374 -21 528 -11290 -10238 

-4SI -J 285 -8JI -860 29 
-s004 -sm -s6J7 -2181 -2850 
-S4SS -8860 -6468 -3647 -2821 

-80 SSS 788 895 
-IOI 368 515 701 

21 190 21J 194 
II -SJ -262 -144 

-69 sos 526 751 

-41 m -2S7 -I 

830 330 J80 190 
s 195 9083 8201 4367 

689 73 SJ S6S 
6673 9709 8377 s 121 
6604 10214 890J S872 

1149 I J54 24JS 2 225 

2 802 2454 J 871 2JS7 

-107 
-126 

19 
-117 
-m 
-254 

190 
JSJS 
-SIS 
J256 
JOJI 

210 

I 514 

(a) Thit. item ~prucnts the dir«t contribu1ion to private sector LGS assc1s and the volume of money from over· 
:scus sourc«. including borrowings by semi-government lluthoritlcs. It I$ defined as net official monetary move· 
mcms adjusted to C.\clude Commonw~lth Government budgetary and financing transactions overseas (sec 
Tublcll). 

A notable development in the external accounts in 1982·83 was the substantial re
duction in the current account deficit to 4 per cent otGDP from 6 per cent in 1981-82. 
This. rcftected the effects of declining demand on imports and relatively buoyant 
exports of some non-farm products; Summary details of changes in the commodity 
structure of imports and exports arc shown in Table 14. 

The total value of imports declined by about 4 per cent in.1982-83, reflecting a fall 
in volume of about 12 per cent (discussed in the production and· demand section) and a 
rise in import prices,. underpinned by the depreciation of the Australian dollar, of 9 per 
cent. 
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Cliart 12: RecHI TrHd• In A111lralla's lllllance or Pay111et1t• 
(S m per quarter) 
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Tallle.14: Bala11ee Oii Currut Account 

t982-83 
t980-81 1981-82 1982-83 

Fint 
Ycur Year Year h•lf 

Current account deficit toOOP (per l"Cnt) 4.2 6.0 4.0 4.4 

Volumts 
ChungCon previous perit>d (perccnt)(a) 

Ruraluports -10.6 0,6 -4.8 4.4 
ofwhlch:Mcut -4.3 -3.S 11.7 32.3 

Cctc.ils -31.0 9.2 -28.3 -:?6.4 
Non·runtl exports -2.0 IC4 6.9 9.7 
ofwhkh:Cou.I ........ 8.2 -t.S 13.9 26.3· 

Mctalnnd mctul mimufacturcs -9.1' 6.0 12.8 ll.O 
Other manuf11c1urcs 1.8 -0.2 4.7 -6.4 

Total exports of goods -6.1 1.0. 1.6 l.9 
Tot1I imports of soods 11.l 13.4 -11.6 -ll.I 
of which: Fuels -4.0 0.3 -l.7 9.4 

Mclalsu~d ~ci111 'm11'nuf1u:;u~ 18.8 13.5 -16.7 -25.4 
Machinery nnd tr.ins port equipmcnl 26.7 19.3 -14.8 -8.) 

lmpllri1 p'1~JtjlarMs 
Exportsllf goods nm! scrvit'CS 7.:? 2.0 6.9 7.4 
lmpc.1rtsof goods um! sc:NiCC$ 8.6 ':!.9 9.2 10.0 
Ttrmso/Tradt(b) -0.6 -1.0 -:.?.O -2.5 

(a) Hntryculych:mgcs. nre c.xprcsscd usscusonnll)' adjusted 11nnu11l rJ.te5. 
(II) Defined 1lS the implicit prici: dcl111.1or for exports of goods und services divided by the implicit price 

dcll:l.tor for imports or goods nnd services. 

~"Und 
hair 

3.6 

-35.8 
-34.0 
-76.3 

3.4 
36.l 
22.5 
11.8 

-14.4 
-21.7 
-4l.6 
-36.4 
-18.7 

10.6 
6.8 
3.6 

Export receipts increased by about 8 per cent in 1982-83, reflecting an increase in 
volume of about 2 per cent and an increase in prices of about 7 per cent. The drought 
hnd a marked effect on rural exports. Although mcnt export volumes increased up to 
the breaking or the droughl,.ccrcnl export volumes declined and, overall, the volume or 
rural exports fell. The average rural export price did not change much as increases in 
Australian dollar prices or men! nnd cereals were offset by lower sugar prices. Non
rural export receipts grew strongly as ndditionnl production capacity in, or associated 
with, the resources sector came on stream, with notable increases in the volume or coal0 
uranium and aluminium exports. The volume or manufactured exports also increased, 
largely it seems, due to some improvement in competitiveness. Exports were not subject 
lo the snme degree of disruption as in the previous ycnr by industrial disputes and inad
equate port facilities. Increases in contract prices for coking con! nnd iron ore and the 
depreciation or the Australian dollar boosted non-rural export receipts, even though 
prices for many other commodities were depressed. 

The net invisibles deficit or S5637m was similar to that in 1981-82. Interest pay
ments on higher levels or private sector offshore borrowing added to the deficit, while 
lower freight payments on imports, reduced profits accruing on foreign investment in 
Australia and increased interest earned on Australia's international reserves were 
off selling factors. 

Total net apparent capital inflow was $8.9 billion in 1982-83, not far short or the 
record S 10.2 billion in 1981-82. There were three main factors contributing to this rela
tively buoyant outcome. First, uncovered interest rate differentials favoured both in
vestment in Australian securities by foreigners and overseas financing by local 
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enlerprisa, though· this effect was sometimes partially or fully negated by adverse 
exchange rate expectations and, related to that, by high forward hedge premiums for 
cover against foreign exchange risk. Secondly, inftows were also inftuenced by some 
carry over oflhe heavy financing requirements orthe energy and resource sector invest· 
ment projects. Finally, uncertainties which intensified during the ycnr about the credit· 
worthiness or some countries racing debt-servicing difficulties seem lo have increased 
the relative attractiveness of Australia in the eyes off oreign investors. 

Chart 12 shows that the lime profile or net apparent capital inflow in 1982-83 was 
markedly different from that experienced in 1981-82. In 1981-82 privatccapilal inflows 
were concentrated in the second hnlf orthe ycnr, n lime or seasonal drain on liquidity 
and when uncovered interest differentials favoured overseas financing. In contrast, pri
vate capital inftows in 1982-83 were particularly strong in the first hntr or the financial 
ycnr following significant reductions in nominal interest rates overseas. This, and the 
greatly incrcnscd·budgel deficit {or, in the case or the June quarter, the much reduced 
surplus) provided the basis for relatively easy liquidity conditions in the second' half or 
the.year, except for the weeks lending up lo the 10 per cent devaluation on 8 March 
when large capital outflows occurred. 

Government capital transactions resulted in n net inflow of S526m, little changed 
from the 1981-82 result. Gross overseas borrowings by the Commonwealth added 
S 11 SOm to reserves while a net identified inflow by overseas investors in domestically
issued Commonwealth securities added a further S2 l 3m. 

Al end-June 1983 official reserves stood al $10 748m, an increase or $423lm from 
the level all he end or 1981-82. Balance or payments transactions increased reserves by 
$2460m while revaluations arising from depreciation or the Australian dollar nnd in
creases in-the price or gold increased reserves by n further Sl77lm. Foreign exchange 
reserves stood at $6900m al end-June I 983 compared with $4065m at end-June 1982. 

The Exchange Rate 
Volatility and uncertainly characterised international financial markets in 1982-83, 

leading to lnrge shifts in interest rates and exchange rates and exerting an influence on. 
the Australian dollar. In the Inlier regard, the most significant influences included 
marked' reductions in nominal interest rates in some major industrial economies in the 
first half of 1982-83 and fluctuations in the United Stales dollar throughout the year. 

Al the outset of 1982-83, the competitive position of Australian producers had been 
eroded by the wage cost surge or 1980-81 nnd 1981-82. Competitiveness was nlso 
adversely affected in 1980-81 by nn appreciation of the trade-weighted index over the 
course or that year, though that effect was largely unwound by the subsequent de
preciation orthe trade-weighted index over the course or 1981-82. This loss or competi
tiveness reinforced by Australia's widening adverse inflation differential in 1982-83 
itself, placed some further downward pressures on the Australian dollar. The strength 
or capital inftow-seemingly impervious lo the fundamentals-and the resultant 
additions to reserves worked in the opposite direction. 

Between.end-June 1982 and end-June 1983 the trade-weighted index (TWI) or the 
value or the SA declined by 12 per cent, bringing the cumulative depreciation in the 
TWI since its August 1981 peak to 18 per cent This lowering was not uniform over 
time; for example, there was a period or relative stability from September lo January; 
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Followina the calling of the acneral election, expectations pthered that the value orthe 
Australian dollar might Fall and thisled lo substantial capital outftows and a 10 per cent 
devaluation on 8 March. Between.that dat~ and,30June, the TWI apprtciated by 6 per 
cent. 

Table IS and.Chart 1,3 provide details or changes in the trade-weighted index of the 
value orthe SA and its value against major foreign currencies. 

Talole IS: Biiaterai Excllaqe Raia aH Ille Trade Welpttd IHex (TWl)(a) 

Chlnaoover)ur to-
June 

Juncl982 
1981 1982 1983 (pemnl) 

SUS/SA • , '·'' I.OJ 0.81 
Yen/SA •• lS6 l60 211 
OM/SA •• :!.71 l.SI l.2• 
PoundStl/SA 0.58 O.S9 0.57 
TWI ... 91.9 88.l 71.~ 

t•l Monthly•><"""" 
(b) Bct-.unJOJunc l911111nd30Junc 1982lhcTWlfcllbyS.1 pcr~nt. 
(c) Bctwtcn JO June 19821ndl0Junc t98JthcTWI fell by 1 l.9pcrc;cnt, 

Cliart 13: 1\10,.,...ts of lht AlKlrallan Dollar A11l11t Selectod 
Olrnt1<lts 11M1 I• tht Trade Wtlahtod llMltx (n) (b) 
(June 1979 • 100) lt1tlC).p.iin1s 
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(b) Rates cak.-ulatcd as monlhl)' u-cragcs. 
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Juncl98.l 
(percent) 

-1s.1 
-18.9 
-10.9 
- 3.S 

(<)-11.7 

D M 
t982-83 

l•ter111tloul Com,.r1- ofRelathe Price IH Coot Le•els 
Three key measures of price and cost movements in Australia.relative to changes ~n 

prices and colts in Australia's Four major trading partners, adjusted For changes m 
exchange rates, an: provided.in Chart 14. Movements in these indexes, ~hich ar~ ~ased 
on unit wage cOlts, consumer prices and GDP deftators, r~ftect cha~gcs m .the ub1h.1y of 
Australian· producers to compete with overseas producers m domestic and mternuttonal 
markets on the basis of price. 

All measures.show a marked deterioration in relative exchange rate adjusted price 
and cost levels in Australia over the course or 1981 and some winding back orthis gup 
since that time. Although wage and price increases during 1982-83 were more than 
double those of our major trading purtners;this was outweighed by the dcpreci~tion or 
the exchange rate during the year. Although the wage und GDP dcflntor bused mdcxes 
cannot yet be calculated for the June quarter 1983, it is likely-takin11uccount of recent 
exchange rate· movements and known movements in domestic wages and prices-that 
both indexes Fell brondly in line with the decline in the CPI-bused index. 
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Chart 14: INexnofUaitWqeCottsant1Prlcnl•A1111rali1 
Rel•live 10 M•Jor Tradlnc PartaerCou1trles
AdJustedror Exc••111• RateCh111es (1979-80 - IOO}(a) 
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PART II: INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONJ;>ITIONS AND PROSPECTS 

Declining inftation and falling interest rates have contributed to the emergence of a 
recovery in economic activity in the major industrial countries in the course of 1983. 
Real GNP in the seven major industrial countries, which fell by about i per cent in 
1982, is estimated to have expanded at an annual rate of about 2 per cent in the first 
half of 1983, with the strengthening in activity most evident in the, United States and 
Canada. 

In the United States,,rcal GNP is estimated to have increased at an annual rate of 
about 3 per cent in the first half of 1983, reflecting a marked slowdown in the rate of 
stock decumulation, increasing fiscal stimulus and a resurgence in consumer demand 
?nd residential investment. 

Elsewhere the recovery is, as yet, less evident. Activity in the major European econ· 
omies was sluggish in 1982-83 although modest growth has re-emerged' in the United 
Kingdom and West Germany. The Japanese economy again grew by over 3 per cent in 
1982-83 but growth slowed significantly during the year. The smaller industrial coun· 
tries appear, to have experienced little if any growth. 

A number of developing countries suffered severe economic and financial strains in 
1982-83 and in some of them per capita output appears to have fallen. Concemabout 
the capacity of some developing countries to continue to service heavy external borrow· 
ing in the face of slowing export growth (including. in the case of certain oil producers, 
falling oil prices), has led to a reduction in new lending lo these countries, from banks 
and other private sources. This reduced flow of finance has necessitated action to 
renegotiate debt arrangements and, more fundamentally, undertake adjustment 
programs to cut back net imports. Although the liquidity position of the largest debtor 
countries has so far been preserved, debt payment arrears have risen sharply and a 
number of international banks remain exposed to risks of default. 

lnftation continued to fall in almost all OECD countries in 1982-83 although the 
progress made by individual countries varied considerably,, For the OECD as a whole, 
consumer prices increased by 5.0 per cent over the twelve months to June 1983 com· 
pared to 8.4 per cent during the previous year. Much of this deceleration can be traced 
to developments in a few major economies-particularly the United States, West Ger· 
many and the United Kingdom. In a number of other industrial countries progress was 
less satisfactory and this, has impeded their capacity to share in the emerging recovery. 
Countries which have been most successful in reducing inflation loom large in our 
trading relationship; asshown in Chart 15, consumer prices in our major OECD trading 
partners increased at. an annual rate of only 4.0 per cent over the six months to June 
1983. By comparison, the consumer price index in Australia increased at an annual rate 
of 8.9 per cent over the six months to the June quarter 1983. 

Some of the improvement in inflation overseas stems from factors which may prove 
to be temporary; the squeeze on profit margins, reduced prices for oil and other com· 
modities and currency appreciation in the United States are, examples. At the same 
tiine, a substantial degree of wage moderation has been achieved in a number of coun· 
tries. In 1982, hourly earnings in manufacturing rose by around 6t per cent in the 
United States, 41 per cent in Japan and 5 per cent in West Germany. Average wage 
settlements in each of these three economics appear to have run at an annual rate of less 
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than. S pe.r cent in the first halfof 1983 and the OECD has forecast an increase or hourly 
earnings in manufacturing of 4-4t per cent in these countries in 1983. For the OECD 
area .•s a whole, hourly earnings in manufacturing arc expected to rise by about 6 per 
cent m 1983,compared to St percent in 1982. 

Notwithstanding these clear signs of wage moderation over the past year the con 
current slowing in i~flation has offset the effects of that on real wage movemc~ts and i~ 
the absence of any significant productivity growth, there has been broadly no chang~ in 
the share. of non-wage incomes in GNP. Corporate. profit margins remain severely 
squeezed in the OECD area as a whole notwithstanding a recent pick up in. the United 
State;;; the OE~D has estimated that realised rates of return on capital in the major in
dustnal countries reached a post-war low in 1982. 

Labour market conditions in the industrial countries continued' to deteriorate in 
1982-83. E~ployment declined during the year in· all major economics except Japan 
and the United States. Although the rate of growth in the labour force slowed partly 
d.ue to red~ced participation rates, unemployment rates in the OECD area conti~ued to 
"':"· reach.mg abo~t 9; per cent of the labour force in the second half of the year, not
withstanding a not1ccablc improvement in.the United States and Canada in this period. 

C~ntral gov~rn~1ent b~dget deficits, expressed as a proportion of GNP, increased in 
198~ m all m~J?r ~ndustnal countries except Japan and the United, Kingdom. Dis. 
cretio~ary pohc1cs .m Europe and Japan have generally been directed to containing or 
reducing already sizeable structural deficits, but there was a marked shirt towards a 
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more stimulatory, fiscal stance in the United States and Canada. Although interpret· 
ation of monetary aggregates has been made difficult by innovation in financial markets 
and other factors, monetary. conditions in most major industrial countries appear to 
have cased in 1982-83 relative to the two preceding years. Monetary aggregates have 
generally run near to or in excess of the upper bounds of announced targets and, in 
combination with declining inflation, this. has permitted an increase in real credit 
availability. 

Nominal. interest rates declined substantially during 1982-83 but remained well 
above concurrent inflation· rates. In doing so, they appeared to rcftect concerns that 
large fiscal deficits will persist as activity picks up, particularly in the l:lnited States, 
with consequent effects on borrowing requirements, risk premia and inflationary cxpec· 
tations. In such an environment, expected inftation may well be above current (i.e. 
immediate past period) inflation so that comparisons of nominal interest rates with the 
latter arc likely to overstate the level of 'real' interest rates. 

World trade has been severely affected by the recession, growing protectionism and 
the problems of developing countries. The volume of world trade fell by 2t per cent in 
1982-the first such decline since 1975. The average price of internationally traded 
crude oil weakened further in 1982-83 to be about 20·per cent below the peak reached 
in early 1981. This.reflected falling consumption and pressures on producers arising 
from a heavy liquidation of inventories built up in earlier periods. The IMF estimates 
that non-oil commodity prices fell by a further 12 per cent in 1982 after a fall of nearly 
15 percent in 1981; an increase of about S P."rccnt has been forecast for 1983. 

The emergence of a large statistical discrepancy in global estimates of current 
account balances has underlined the need for caution in interpreting trends in the exter· 
nal positions· of the major· groups of countries. Available data suggest that since 1980 
the surplus ofthc oil exporting countries has fallen (it may have disappeared altogether 
in 1982) while the deficit of the non-oil developing countries peaked in 1981 and fell 
significantly in 1982 in the face of severe funding constraints. The current account pos· 
ition of industrial countries remained in near balance overall in 1982 but the United 
Stat.S, the United Kingdom and· France experienced a weakening in their current 
accounts, while most other countries had stable or strengthening positions. 

The international economic context is likely to be more favourable for Australia in 
1983-84 than last year. Growth in the OECD countries is now accelerating to an annual 
rate of more than 3 per and that momentum seems likely to be maintained in the rest of 
1983-84. The major international economic institutions arc forecasting that inflation 
will not accelerate substantially in the major industrial countries over the coming year, 
although scepticism in capital markets that this outlook will continue into the medium 
term appears to be an. important factor in keeping interest rates high. The growth in 
world trade in 1983-84 is likely to be modest, although there should be a significant 
quickening during the course of the year and,.in terms of composition, growth in trade 
volumes is likely to be relatively more, pronounced for Australia's major trading 
partners. 

Looking further ahead, there arc several uncertainties surrounding the sustain· 
ability beyond 1983-84 of the international· recovery, including possible increases in 
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interest rates, particularly in the United States (as private sector demands for credit in
crease against a background of large.budget deficits}, a possible resurgence of int\ation
ary expectations, and lingering concerns as to the stability of the international financial 
system. 

Of the major countries; only Japan and West Germany appear. to have inflationary 
pressures firmly under control. While the United States, United Kingdom and, to a 
lesser extent: Can~da have made progr~ss in reducing inflation, it.is too early to judge 
whether lastmggams.have yet been achieved. In.France, Italy and a number of smaller 
industrial countries, progress in reducing inflation has been much less satisfactory. 

Monetary aggregates have been growing strongly in a number of major industrial 
countries in 1983 and, in the United States and Canada, the stance of'fiscal policy has 
become markedly more stimulatory. These developments appear to be continuing 
despite a much strong•• recovery in the United States than was earlier expected by 
most commcntato.s. In this environment, there is growing concern that inflationary 
pressures. might re-emerge, undermining the hard~won progress made to date against 
int\ation and placing sustained recovery at risk. 

Although the problem of large fiscal deficits· affects many industrial countries it is 
?r parti~ular sign~ficance in the U~ited States given the· importance of that count~ to 
mternat1onal capital· markets. Umted States interest rates can have a major influence 
on activity levels and inflationary pressures in other countries via their effects on those. 
countries' interest rates and exchange rates. In addition, the strengthening of the U.S. 
dollar over recent years has acted to reinforce th .. alrcady strong·pressures for protec
tionism in the United States which have been associated' with the world recession. 
There appea.s to be a growing consensus in the United States on the need for action to 
reduce the budget deficit but views differ as to the expenditure areas which need to be 
cut back and what, if any,. taxation measures arc called. for. The working out of these 
issues in the political process seems likely to take some time. 

Prospects for a sustained recovery also depend importantly on the willingness of 
governments to crea.te an environme?t which is conducive to rapid growth through, for 
example, the reduction of trade barriers, correction of domestic pricing distortions and 
labour matket rigidities and the. removal. of unnecessary regulation. The need for such 
measures has been tepeatcdly recognised by policy make.s meeting in international 
forums but so far action has been limited and, in some cases, even perverse. 
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PART III: ECONOMIC POLICY AND RECOVERY 

Tile Eco110•lc Polley Context 
In its review of economic developments in 1981-82 and the prospects, as seen then, 

for. 1982-83, last year's Statement No. 2 made reference to the 'natural economic forces' 
operating both in individual markets and in the overall economy. Following dis
turbances of one kind or another, such forces, or adjustment processes, were seen as act
ing to re-establish some sort or equilibrium. It was suggested that, in the absence or poli
cies effective in modifying those processes, the new equilibrium might not be a 
preferred one from a social or economic pe.spective; the question was raised 'whether 
these "natural" responses are the best that industrialised economics-and' societics
can olfcr'.151 

Adjustment processes or these kinds were central to economic developments during 
1982-83. 

• In labour markets, employe.s responded to the earlier real wage hike and 
associated decline in demand by shedding labour; employment fell and unem
ployment climbed. Those reactions contributed to a marked slowing of wage in
creases which in turn facilitated the putting, in place of the 'wages pause'. Real 
wages turned down and, eventually, the decline in employment began to ease and 
the economy moved towards a new 'equilibrium' at a much· higher level of un
employment. A particular sub-set of those processes was evident in the labour 
market for junio.s where the effects were even sharper. 

• In capital markets, the sharp interest rate increases in I 98 t-82 brought forth 
increased savings from households and from abroad while contributing to the 
downturn in private investment and hence to reduced borrowings by the corpor
ate sector. For this and other reasons already noted on page 36 (including de
clining interest rates abroad), the sharply increased public sector borrowing in 
1982-83 could be met in a climate or declining domestic interest rates. Capital' 
markets moved towards a new 'equilibrium' involving lower business investment 
and: higher public sector expenditure (both consumption and investment). 

• In goods markets,. the adjustment processes· were more complex, involving 
increased household savings (magnifying the effects upon final demand or slower 
growth in real incomes), substantial stock dccumulation (magnifying the final de
mand effects upon.production), and falling imports (ameliorating demand effects 
upon domestic production). The net effect was to restrain demand and domestic 
production which, in turn, began to contribute to an easing or domestic wage and 
price pressures. In time, this latter development could; if it were to continue, be 
expected to generate greater confidence and higher spending propensities. 

In total, these various adjustment processes saw unemployment climb in I 982-83 to 
its highest rate in half a century and, while inflation began to ease back in the second 
half of the year; it remained high. The newly-elected Government's policy approach is 
an attempt to modify the raw economic forces in order to achieve a more speedy im
ptovement.in both.unemployment and inflation; in that sense, it might be characterised 
as a response to the question posed in last year's Statement No. 2 and quoted in the 
opening paragraph of this Part. 

m 1982-83 Buditt Paptr No. I 1Statemcnt No. 2, Part 11,page S4. 
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. The Govcr~mcnt's approach centres upon a prices and incomes policy and, in par
llcular, the Prices and Incomes Accord agreed between the Government' and the 
ACTU. That Accord recognises the nexus between wage moderation, inflation and cm
P!oyme~t gro~th'and represents an attempt to establish, by mutual agreement, income 
(mcludmg pnc~) settlement arrangements, which might modify the inherent adjust
ment processes m order to reduce their cost in terms of unemployment and production 
forgone. 

It should be emphasised, however, that those adjustment processes still have some 
way to run. 

, The shee~ magnitude of the detc_rioration in the labour market,, assisted, by the 
wages, pause, ~as br?ught some respite from the hitherto continuing increase in real 
lab?~' costs. G1~en ~1me, .further ':"age m~eration would be reflected in better profi
tab1hty an? siowmg mftat1?n• and m more Jobs. But while some progress was made on 
that sc~rc m 1982-83.' parllculariy in the second half, other notable imbalances remain, 
su~estmg tha~ sustamed recovery remains a hope for the future rather than a present 
reahty. Jn particular: 

• corporate profitability remains heavily depressed; 

• o~r inflation rate, unlike those of our major trading partners, remains persistently 
high; 

• monetary. growth is excessive, with monetary objectives having again been 
exceeded m I 982-83 for the fifth year running; and 

• public sector borrowing is continuing to rise. 

;'-ustralia was of course not alone among OECD countries in the difficulties it faced 
durm~ 1.982-83. By the end of, the year, however, the severity of Australia's problems 
was d1stmct~y gre~ter t~an the averagefor the OECD area as a whole. This was partii:u
larly so for mflat1~n, with ~ustralia's rate morethan double that of our major trading 
~artne~s. Uncertamty contmued to surround our economic prospccts,even though the 
1mmed1atc outlook abroad, and in the United States in particular, had improved. 

Because 1?82-83 represented a period of adjustment in response to the disturbances 
of the pr~cedmg years, the remaining imbalances should be considered in a longer term 
perspective-not only to understand the nature and extent of the economy's present 
problems, but also to formulate realistic expectations,as to the speed with which they 
can be solved and to pursue economic policies appropriate, to doing so. 

To take the example of unemployment, a high rate of output growth will be needed 
over a sustaine~ period to bring the bulk of the unemployed-including discouraged 
workers-back mt? _employment and to absorb the growth in the labour force. If, as 
expected, product1V1ty' growth is relatively high and participation rates rise in the 
course of the upswing, an improvement in unemployment will take some time to 
emerg.e-and whether, given time, it docs emerge will depend upon, the re
estabhshment of an adequate level of business profitability. 
. 1.nflation persisted stubbornly in, 1982-83. In only one of the past ten years has the 

~ise m ~he CPI fallen, below 9 per cent, so that expectations of inflation have become 
mcreasmgiy _entrenched, in the ~ommunity. As a result, a, sustained slowing in prices 
may ~ rcqmre~ bef?re,econom1c behaviour and decisions come to be based on mark
edly different mflat1onary expectations. This is not to say that inftatfon cannot be 
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reduced decisively and quickly-the recent evidence in several of our, major trading 
partners demonstrates that it can be-but it docs indicate the magnitude of the barriers 
to,be overcome. 

The simultaneous reduction in unemployment and inflation which the Government 
is seeking needs to be achieved over the medium term. In the shorter run, policy settings 
need to pay regard to the nature of the adjustment processes and the extent to whii:h 
they havc,yct to work their way through the economy, as well as the inherent risks to 
sustained recovery. 

Prices and Incomes Policy 
For success in the Government's efforts to stimulate employment and reduce infla

tion at' the same time, it is crucial that wage and price developments be constrained 
within the broad guidelines set by the Prices and Incomes Accord. The severity of the 
declines in both profitability and employment and the associated rise in unemployment 
during the downturn suggest that labour cost moderation, must play a key role in any 
sustained reduction in inflation and any sustained improvement in competitiveness and 
in profitability, investment and employment. 

The Prices and Incomes Accord stresses the relationship, between non-inflationary 
wage and price setting, behaviour and the scope which that is seen as giving for pursuing 
an expansfonary fiscal policy. Reinforcing the relationship between the Accord and 

, macroeconomic policy, the setting of monetary objectives rests upon the desirable 
growth in incomes flowing from the Accord. To cement that relationship, however, the 
monetary stance will need to be such as to limit the potential for wage settlements out
side, the centralised wage process. This will become of increasing importance through 
1984. 

The focus on 1984 arises from the conjunction of an expected pick up in economic 
activity and restraintin centralised wage increases from the one-off impact of the intro
duction of Medicare on the CPI. These circumstances could well give rise to increased 
pressures for sectional wage increases outside the spirit of the Accord (and' perhaps 
even its strict letter). If monetary policy were not sufficiently firm, the ability of em
ployers to concede to such sectional claims and, to pass them on in higher prices would 
be enhanced and this could feed back, through indexation, into the centralised wage 
settlement processes themselves. 

There are two clements to the relatfonship between fiscal policy and the Accord. 
First and most fundamentally, expansionary fiscal policy is predicated on the assump
tion that the Accord will be successful in, combating infiation. If that.assumption is not 
rc;ilised, the,viability .ofthat approach to fiscal policy will be immediately called into 
question. 

Secondly, as demonstrated by the measures contained in the May Economic State
ment and in, this Budget, there has been, a significant switch in the composition,of out
lays towards programs such as community works and housing which arc seen as having 
substantial direct effects upon employment., There have also been substantial moves 
towards meeting the equity objectives of the Government's fiscal policy, including with 
respect to the introduction of an income and assets test on pension entitlements, income 
testing over ?O's age pensions, superannuation and housing interest tax rebates. On both 
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sides of the budget,. the changes thus set in train have moved fiscal policy in directions 
envisaged in the Accord. 

Fisc1l Polley 
Against the background outlined above, a stimulatory cast .to fiscal policy in 

1983-84 is taken as given with other policies being required to adapt to that fiscal policy 
setting. 

In one sense, any budget deficit is directly expansionary in that it puts more money 
into the economy than it takes out. While some qualifications might be made to that 
general proposition-most notably in respect of the distinction between domestic and 
external transactions-such qualifications do not substantially affect the basic point. 
There is no doubt that, in. this sense, the Budget for 1983-84 is very highly expansionary 
indeed. The deficit of $8361m represents 4.7 per cent of forecast GDP (as compared 
with a deficit of 2.8 per cent of GDP in 1982·83). 

Clearly, no single summary statistic can be an adequate indicator of the 
appropriateness of the stance of fiscal policy;. such summary indicators as those just 
quoted.can be no more than illustrative of certain limited relationships. Some would 
wish to draw what they sec as a more fundamental distinction between the effects of the 
budget upon the economy and the effects of the economy upon the budget. The former 
effects arc seen as related to the so-called 'structural'·c1cments of the.budget deficit and 
the latter to its 'cyclical' components. 

Broadly, the mcthodofogy for disentangling the cyclical and structural components 
for a particular fiscal year involves estimating what the budget would have been, given 
the existing set of taxation and government expenditure policies, had there not been a 
downturn in activity and employment. This provides an estimate of the structural 
deficit (or surplus), which differs from the actual deficit in being calculated on the 
assumption of a different level of aggregate economic activity.In practice, this is not as 
straightforward as it might seem, since numerous alternative approaches to such 
calculations are possible. 

On the basis of various calculations that have been made, within the Treasury and 
elsewhere, the structural component· of the 1983-84 Bi;dget deficit will increase 
substantially, both relative to the overaU deficit and: to GDP: Within a. perspective 
which focusses solely on the direct income/expenditure effects of a budget, the larger 
the structural deficit, the more stimulatory the stance of fiscal policy. From such a 
perspective, the 1983-84 Budget is clearly highly stimulatory. 

Structural budget deficits have another significance: they provide an indication of 
the prospective size of future deficits after tho economy has emerged from recession. 
They thus suggest the magnitude of discretionary taxation-raising or budgetary 
expenditure-cutting measures that, as the economy recovers, will be required. to bring 
about a fiscal stance appropriate to those improved economic conditions. 

Structuralfcyclical budget deficit analysis, however, is essentially static .. Moreover, 
that analysis-like other static analyses of the stimulatory effects of fiscal policy 
adjustments-can have nothing to say on how the structural deficit calculated within 
such a. framework could assist in moving the economy back to the high-employment 
condition which is assumed for. the purposes of the analysis. It seems, in short, to be·of 
little relevance to economics beset not just by underutilisation of real rcsaurccs-thc 
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classical problem to, which Keynes is generally thought to have been principally 
addressing himself-but by more fundamental imbalances, such as high. inflation, 
distorted, wages/profits relationships and structural rigidities,in the markets for g~s 
and. labour. Nothing-or at least nothing desired-will be achieved by treatin.g 
unemployment and the other manifestations of underuti.lisation of ~cal.r~sources as if 
they were problems to be solved in isolation from underlying economic d1s1unctures. 

Jn reality, fiscal policy can affect the economy through a variety of channels in 
addition to direct income/expenditure effects. It can influence interest rates, exchange 
rates, the money supply, tho balance of payments, ex~tations-no.ta?ly, inflatio?ary 
expectations-confidence and uncertainty. These add1t1onal transmission mec~amsms 
are for the most part, extremely inconvenient to handle analytically and often 1mposs· 
ibl~ to quantify. They are, however, no less real for being empirically and often even 
theoretiCally intractable. 

To take an example, the cyclical/structural approach to fiscal policy is of no assist· 
ance in considering the monetary policy ramifications of the budgetary outcome, what
ever it may be. It is the total deficit that is relevant to the relationships between fiscal 
policy, money and interest rates-for it is the total deficit that must be financed. The 
cyclical component of the deficit adds to private sector liquidity-and needs to be offset 
by sales of Government securities to the non-bank sector-in just the same way as the 
structural component docs. 

It is true that an increase in the budget deficit arising from cyclical inftuences will 
generally coincide with lower private sector. borrowing d~mands. H~wever, private 
demands upon,capital markets arc likely to increase relatively e~rly. in the r~covery 
process, as businesses start to increase· production levels and· reblllld inven tones. The 
cyclieal deficit is related mainly to Jabour market developments, through re?uced 
PAYE receipts and increased unemployment benefit payments, and recovery m .the 
labour market tends to lag behind recovery in business activity. Hence, the cyclic~} 
deficit will still be high as the private sector's demand for funds ga_thers pace, ~nd this 
conjuncture will tend to put upward pressure on interest rates during the crucial early 
stages of economic recovery. 

As well as directly reducing private spending, higher domestic interest rates are 
likely to attract additfonal overseas funds into Australian capital. markets. Although 
such capital· movements tend partially to mitigate rises ininter~st rates, they also hav.e 
the effect of putting upward pressure on the exchange rate. This reduces the comp?ll· 
liveness of Australian industry on world markets, dampens exports, and encourages 1m· 
ports. The consequent. decline in expenditure .on Au~tralian goods provi.des another 
offset-in some circumstances perhaps more directly important than the interest rate 
effects-to the direct expenditure-creating effects of the budget deficit. 

By increasing pressures on interest rates and the exch.ange rate, large bud~et d~ficits 
also pose-publicly-the risk that pressures for a loose?ing of ~?netary ~hey will be· 
come. stronger and eventually prevail. Those who arc mvolved m financial markets
that is to say, the myriad of lenders and borrowers in such markets as wel~ as the.finan· 
cial institutions which make them up-have come to know that 0Kccss1ve ~onctary 
growth docs, over time, result in increased inflation; t?us the mer? threat ?f m~reascd 
monetary growth can. rekindle' inflationary expectat10ns. and drive nominal interest 
rates higher. 
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Once allowance is made for all these indirect effects of budget deficits on the 
economy, it cannot simply be assumed that successive increases in budget deficits will 
provide continuing stimulus to economic activity; 

Monetary Policy 

~n the context of. an exp~nsiona!J'. fiscal policy, much of the burden of creating an 
env1ro~ment conducive to prices and mcomes moderation necessarily falls upon monet· 
arypohcy. 

The Government's approach to monetary policy is to provide just sufficientmonet· 
ary growth to finance the prospective increase in nominal output considered desirable' 
a?d feasible in the circumstances. Th!t is, sufficient money supply growth will be pro
vided to accommodate the expected mcrease in real output plus what is considered to 
be a desirable and feasible increase in prices, with the latter being determined on, the 
basis of the operation of the centralised wage system under conditions consistent with 
the Prices and, Incomes Accord. The relationship between monetary policy and the 
Accord is, therefore, a close and important one. 

The attainment of this objective has probably been made more difficult by previous 
failures to achieve stated monetary projections. In each of the past five years, monetary 
growth has exceeded the Budget-time projection; the discrepancy in 1982-83 was not 
particularly large but the 'average for the year' nature of that projection conceals the 
marked acceleration over the latter part of the year; The action already taken by the 
Government to expand the scale of bond tenders should help to re-establish the credi· 
bility of monetary projections, but the response will not be immediate. Markets five 
times bitten are likely to beat least twice shy. 

Two further aspects of monetary conditions in recent years assume particular im
portance for the period immediately ahead. One is the acceleration ofinnovation in 
financial markets; the other (perhaps partly related) concerns the large changes in 
monetary velocity that have occurred and seem likely to continue. 

Some concern has been expressed recently both in Australia and overseas, particu
larly in the United States; that financial innovation has made the conduct of monetary 
policy more difficult and, perhaps even substantially reduced its overall effectiveness. 
Recent innovations in Australia include the rapid development of the commercial bill 
and promissory note market, the development.of cash management trusts and greater 
emphasis on liability management by financial institutions, involving a greater reliance 
on standby credit lines (particularly from overseas). The acceleration of the innovation 
process, both here and overseas, stems importantly from the high nominal interest rates 
that have accompanied the high inflation of recent years and from increased awareness 
of relative rates of return on different financial assets. In many respects, such develop· 
ments betoken markets living (and evolving) in troubled times. 

While the effect of these innovations on monetary conditions can be overdrawn, 
they have undoubtedly contributed to the differing relative growth rates of various 
financial aggregates and, more speculatively, may have changed the relationship be
tween particular monetary and financial aggregates and other economic variables such 
as nominal and real income growth' If so, this wouJd,have important consequences for 
monetary policy-though not ones that raise basic doubts about its efficacy. 
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One obvious consequence is that assessments' of monetary policy should be based on 
a variety of indicators and not rely on a single aggregate; there is of course nothing new 
in that and recent financial innovation merely emphasises the point. More fundamen
tally, particularly when inflation is high, monetary policy needs to be conducted by 
market-oriented instruments which aim to control the liquidity or monetary base of the 
financial system rather than, by instruments whii:h rely on direct controls on one or 
more categories of financial' intermediaries. Whereas virtually all forms of financial 
intermediation rest to a greater or lesser extent on the liquidity or monetary base, it is 
an obvious lesson of history that direct controls only invite innovation to evade them. 

The current recession in Australia has been marked by a much sharper fall in real 
and nominal output growth than in monetary growth, so that monetary velocity has 
declined sharply. Jn Part I of this Statement, the judgment was reached that this sharp 
decline in velocity seems to have been primarily related to cyclical factors. Some 
unwinding of that process can be expected to be reflected, as the pick-up in activity pro
ceeds, in a marked increase in velocity during 1983-84.Jn turn,, this implies a require· 
ment for growth in the monetary aggregates noticeably below the desired growth in 
nominal product. 

The lags with which monetary policy affects the economy are lengthy and variable 
and argue against attempts to 'fine tune' monetary growth to short-term swings in the 
growth of real output. Rather, monetary growth needs to be set on a more stable path 
consistent with, medium term objectives for reductions in inflation and inflationary ex
pcctatfons and growth in real output. Stable does not, however, mean unchanged and 
the need for stability cannot be invoked to support continuing monetary drift. Avoiding 
such drift-achieving an appropriate monetary outcome-in the context of a very large 
budget deficit requires very large sales of Commonwealth Government securities to the 
non-bank sector. 

External Policy 
Although, there has been much debate about the nature of the channels through 

which domestic and external policies interact, there is general acceptance that the task 
of economic management is easier if policies are mutually supportive,, While external 
economic policy must primarily be directed to maintaining external balance; it can also 
have an important role in the achievement of domestic objectives. It cannot, however, 
be expected to operate independently of' domestic, policy or compensate for 
inadequacies in domestic policy. 

The 12 per, cent depreciation of the trade-weighted value of the $A over the course 
of 1982-83 both provided an immediate and substantial improvement in Australia's in· 
ternational competitiveness and, assisted in improving the current account deficit. De· 
preciation also, however, resulted in higher priced imports thereby adding to underlying 
domestic price and cost pressures. 

With the budget adding substantially to primary liquidity in 1983-84, the achieve
ment of monetary objectives would be facilitated by a reduced injection from external 
sources,, Given the present relatively high level of external reserves, there is scope for 
the private sectodoreign exchange transactions surplus to decline in 1983-84 from its 
high 1982-113 level. Other things being equal, however, the required bond-selling effort 
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and' its effects on interest rates would tend to attract inwards ftows across the 
exchanges. External'policy will need to do what it can ioensure that, any such tendency 
docs not substantially off set the domestic effects of the bond-selling eft'ort. 

There is a fine line to tread here. If sufficient securities were not sold to the non
ba.nk sector there would be a substantial risk. that the liquidity being pumped into· the' 
private sector from the budget would result in a large· fall in net foreign borrowing; 
What was intended to be a mOdest surplus in private sector foreign exchange trans
actions could thus develop into a substantial deficit. 

The implication, of those considerations for external policy in 1983-84 is not easily 
assessed. The exchange rate will, as usual, be influenced by many factors including cost 
and price pressures in Australia relative to th6se ofour trading partners, devcfopments 
on the current and capital accounts, movements in exchange rates and interest rates 
abroad, the course of economic policies, and Australia's growth prospects. It suffices to 
say that the exchange rate will need to be managed flexibly if external policy is to pull in 
tandem with domestic economic policies. • 

Risks to Sust1ined Recovery 
There are four major-and closely inter-related-risks to achievement of sustained 

~ecov.ery in the domestic economy in the period ahead. These relate to interest rates, 
mflallon, the balance of payments and high uncertainty linked with.low private sector 
confidence. <.This is to say nothing of the uncertainHes surrounding the sustainability of 
the, internatwna/ recovery, including the possibility of further increases in interest 
~ates, P?rticularly i~ the. United Slates0 a resurgence of inflationary, expectations 
mternat1onally and hngenng concerns as to the stability ofthe international financial 
system.) 

:o take these risks in turn, interest rate outcomes may potentially provide major 
barriers to the,emergence of a basis for sustained recovery during 1983-84. The funda
mental issue is not, however, whether interest rates will rise or fall in 1983-84· rather it 
is whether, given the configuration of other economic.variables, they will be ~ta level, 
which is conducive to or inhibits a durable revival in private sector spending. 

Net borrowing by the public sector as a proportion of GDP more than doubled in 
I 982-83 and a further sharp increase is in prospect for I 983-84. Even with a further fall 
in corporate net borrowing in I 983-84, the combined borrowing of the public and cor
porate sectors is projected to rise to the highest revel relative to GDP for at least the 
past twenty-fi~e years. Certai~ly, in 1982-83 it proved possible to finance a sharply 
mcreased pubhc sector borrowmg requirement in a climate of declining interest rates. 
There were, however, some particular clements of the economic scene in, J 982-83 which 
were relevant.to that achievement and which, cannot be counted on to continue-or at 
least not lo the same extent-in the year ahead: These were: 

• a v~ry sharp fall in corporate sector borrowing and relatively high household' 
savmgs; 

• very significant falls in overseas interest rates and' exchange ,rate expectations 
that, for a good part of the year, favoured ca pita I inflows; and 

• apparently, some growing expectation that inflation would fall in the short run, 
with, consequences for the inflation premium built into medium-term nominal 
interest rates. 
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In 1983-84, the financing of the very large Commonwealth budget deficit fa a way 
consistent with the overall thrust of policy will require' very large volumes of Govern
ment securities to be placed with the non-bank sector. This involves,a transfer of in
come to investment in financial assets and/or increases in holdings of public sector 
securitieHelative to other financial assets. It cannot be expected that these portfolio 
shifts will be achieved without a change-at least in the short-term-in the relative real 
rate of return on public sector securities. Jn, particular, these shifts will require that 
public sector securities become, relatively more attractive than other financial assets, at 
least for a time. 

To putthe task into some perspective, it might be noted that sales of Government 
securities to the non-bank sector in 1982-83 alone-S4J00m-were greater in real' 
terms than total sales to the non-bank sector during the whole of the 1970s. 

The p~ospect of a. similar-perhaJ>S larger-real increase in non-bank holdings of 
Government paper in 1983-84 carries with it the risk of pressures on the price (i.e., the 
interest rate) of that paper. This risk wouJd,be substantially heightened over future 
years if large budget deficits-and a consequent high rate of growth of Government 
paper outstanding-were permitted to continue. 

It should be noted that the increase in non-bank holdings of Government securities 
in J 982-83 was from a relatively low base level. Although the nominal stock of Govern
ment debt· in non-bank hands more than doubled over the decade to June I 982, the real 
value' of that debt actually declined by 29 per cent over that period. By the end of 
1982-83, however, real non-bank holdings of Govern111ent debt had risen again to their 
highest June level since 1972-73: Additional increases in I 983-84 and a fortiori beyond 
run an increasing,risk that bonds may have to be sold onto a market already saturated 
with that product. If so, investors would be likely to shorten further the maturity of the 
debt they hold and demand very full interest rate premia to cover the risks of a re
surgence ofinflation. 

The risks, of all this to interest rates are compounded by the likelihood that, at the 
same time as the Commonwealth will be increasing its call on the savings of the non
bank sector, and more specifically the household sector, other elements of the public 
sector will also be increasing their demands on the same savings. 

lnflation,is another potential barrier to the transformation of the present pick-up in 
economic activity into durable economic recovery. The lagged effects of recession over, 
the past J 8 months and the slowing of wages should be sufficient to deliver a somewhat 
lower price outcome in 1983-84 than last year within a· higher profit.environment. The 
central issue, however, is whether that decline in wage and price inflation can be 
furthered so as to permit sustained economiC recovery. Continued, incomes restraint 
and substantial declines in inflation would, assist recovery through promoting an 
environment conducive to improved international competitiveness, the financing of the 
very large bond-selling task facing, the government already referred to, the loweri?g of 
uncertainty, reduction in speculative investment and the encouragement of private 
spending decisions, particularly longer-term investment decisions. 

As, for the balance of payments, the events of March I 983 provided a graphic 
reminder-if one were needed-of the inherent volatility of external capital flows. The 
dramatic swings in market sentiment, and the speed and size of t;~n.sfe~ of funds in and 
out of the country, provided an example of the need' for ftex1b1hty m monetary and 
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external management. But no amount of flexibility can remove the potential for tho 
external' account to impose severe constraints on domestic economic performance if 
that performance is not seen to be conditioned by adequate domestic policies. 

Probably the most readily recognised balance of payments constraint derives from 
th~ link between the rate of domestic economic expansion' and the rate of importing. 
With the current account' deficit now declining strongly (temporary drought effects on 
exports aside), there is no suggestion that this source of difficulty is operative, or close 
to being operative, in Australia at present. Nevertheless, it docs serve as a reminder of 
!he limi!' to the pac_e. of economic recovery, particularly should the recent gains to 
mtcrnallonal compcllllvcness not be sustained. 

Related to that point is the constraint that domestic cost and price performance 
pl~ces on t.hc balan~~ of payments and' on exchange rate policy. The forecast recovery 
m mtcr~a.t1on~I ~cllv1ty s~ould provide a boost to world trade volumes, at least among 
Australia.' prmc1pal trading partners, and to commodity prices; this will provide the 
opportunity for a f~rther impro~cment in Australia's balance of trade. At present, 
though, the Australian economy 1s not well positioned to improve its share of world 
trad~. In particular, our inflation rate is currently more than twice that of our major 
tradmg partners. Prospects for 1983-84 are for no more than some narrowing of that 
gap. 

In principle, continual exchange rate depreciation can avoid a Joss of international 
com!"'titivc~ess resulting from ~elati~ely high inflation. The reality is more complex, 
particularly m the context of an mftex1ble domestic cost structure. For a devaluation to 
be effective, there must be a lasting improvement in the cost/price structure of the 
traded goods sector., If the higher prices caused by devaluation are reflected in higher 
wages and other costso nothing will have been achieved-except a further boost to the 
high inflation which necessitated the devaluation in the first place. It would therefore 
be a dangerous fallacy to suppose that exchange rate flexibility frees us from the 
necessity of bringing down our intlation rate. 

The balance of payments also has potential to disrupt the management of domestic 
~onet~ry policy. Ultimate~y, external stability depends on domestic financial,stability, 
mcludmg a macroeconomic policy framework which is-and is seen to be-stable 
pre~i~table and wor~ablc. A sceptical public-including financial marke; 
partlc1pants-may require some clear 'runs on the board' before uncertainties are 
lessened. In the meantime, financial markets, and flows of funds across the exchanges 
could remain quite volatile. ' 

Risks of the type just described deserve specific attentional this time because of the 
unprecedented scale of public sector demands on,financial markets. Most discussion of 
th~s issu~-including in this Statement-has emphasised the inherent interest rate (i.e. 
price) risks. But there are also quantity risks. If interest rate pressures approach the 
unacceptable; ~r if cxpcctati?ns develop that they arc likely to do so,, excess money 
balances can build up very quickly-and with equal speed spill across the exchanges via 
a haemorrhage on the capital account of the balance of payments. 

The gen~ral .point !n the foregoing is that if there are domestic policy deficiencies, 
external policy 1~ not 1tself capabl~ of restoring a stable external position; in the end, 
external balance 1s above all a function of domestic policy settings. 
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PART IV-THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 

Background 
The Australian economy has emerged from !982-83 with mixed prospects., The 

deep recession and the associated wage moderation over a period of six months or so 
have seen labour costs being brought more into line with productivity and the underly
ing rate ofinftation beginning to fall in the wake of that. Fiscal policy has become decid
edly stimulatory. The drought has broken and' economic prospects abroad have bright
ened: At the, same time, the exceptionally heavy stock run-down which depressed 
production in l 982-83 is likely to level out as 1983-84 progresses, with positive conse
quences for production. 

The concurrence of those favourable factors should see economic activity pick-up 
as 1983-84 proceeds. That pick-up, however, is expected to be narrowly based and 
policy must now focus upon creating conditions which might broaden the pick-up to 
include private sector spending. 

The Forecasting Framework 
Preparation of budget estimates requires detailed forecasts of various economic par

ameters in, the form of single point estimates. This suggests a degree of precision which 
is quite unwarranted giVen the uncertainties of the economic environment, and each es
timate should more accurately be regarded as no more than the mid-point of a range of 
plausible possibilities. The economic upheavals of the past decade, the increased swift
ness of the response of economic agents to changes in their perceptions of the economic 
situation and' to their expectations of prospective developments, as well as the move
ment, in some important respects,. of the current performance of the economy to an 
area that iS outside the domain of post-war experience, all heighten the uncertainty sur
rounding the outlook for the year ahead. 

Those difficulties for the forecaster are compounded when, as at present, a turn
around in economic activity is expected within the forecasting horizon. The long
heralded but much delayed turnaround in the U.S. economy bears witness to the 
difficulty of successfully predicting the turning point in an economic cycle. Even if the 
forecasts, herein correctly embody the rate at which activity rises once the turnaround 
commences-and there is, of course, no guarantee of that-an error in the projected 
time profile of the upturn could dramatically alter forecast year-average growth, rates. 
For example,. a delay of only one quarter in the commencement of the projected 
pick-up would detract over one percentage point from the forecast growth of non-farm 
product in 1983-84. 

The forecasts are, as. always, conditional on an underlying framework of assump
tions which form an interrelated and (it.is hoped) consistent whole. Other things being 
equal, a change during, the course of the year in the selling of a policy instrument 
necessarily entails offsetting shifts in other policy settings if the same objectives are to 
be achieved. For example, the forecast slowing in the rate of inflation is conditional on 
the assumption that wage increases outside the assumed increases in.award wages under 
National Wage Case hearings are only minimal. Fiscal and monetary policy settings 
have been adoptecihaving regard to that assumption. To the extent that sectional wage 
claims increase above that minimal level, the'slowing in intlation could only be achieved 
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through a firmer stance of other. policies. On the other hand; a more favourable.outlook 
for inflation aqd an easing·of inflationary. expectations-and he rice for private demand 
and the growth of employment-would obtain if the increase. in.award rates were, in 
the event, lower than has been assumed. 

In addition to·all the·caveatsjust 111entioned, there·is the usual problem that the 
forecasts mus~ necessarily be based on. currently available statistical data, which can 
subsequently be subjected to substantial' revision and then be seen to have provided'an 
erroneous stepping off point for the forecasts. 

Forecasting Assumptions 

The main components of the Bud.get estimates, as used for forecasting purposes, 
are as follows (figures in parenthC$iS represent corresponding increases in real terms, 
where appropriate): 

• an overall budget deficit of $8361 m, comprising an estimated domestic deficit of 
$5744m.and an o.verseas deficit of S2617m; ' 

• an estimated, increase in total outlays of 15.8 per cent (about 7t per cent) 
comprising: 
- an increase of 15.4 per cent (about 8 percent) in current expenditure on goods 

and servicFs (partly deriving frol)l an estimated increase of 4.4 per cent in pub
lic service staffing, approximately one-half of whfoh represents the full yea< 
effects of increases during 1982-83); 

- an increase of 20.9 percent (about I U percent) in gross fixed capital expendi
ture, including sharp increases in building and construction expenditures and 
extensive outlays on computing equipment; 

- an increase of 14.0 per cent (about 5! per cent) in· payments to the States, the 
Northern Territory and local government, including large additions to special 
employment programs and for road construction; and 

- an increase of 19.5 per cent (about 101 per cent) in.cash benefit payments to 
individuals; 

• an estimated increase of 8.6 per cent (about ! per cent). in total receipts, 
including: 
- an increase of 5.4 per cent in direct taxation; and 
- an increase of 14.4 per cent in indirect· taxation. 

The other assumptions underpinning the detailed projections.are: 
• a· moderate recovery in international economic activity. ·over the course of 

1983-84. Real GNP' in industrial' countries as a group could grow by around 2f 
per cent in 1983-84, including a stronger rise in the United States; 

• only slight growth in the volume of world trade in 1983-84 although. the trade of 
Australia's major trading partners could fare significantly better than average; 

• lower price inflation in all major industrial countries.inl983:84 than in 1982-83, 
though there could well be some upward pressure on prices later in the year as ac
.tivity recovers and commodity prices rise. World oil prices, however, are.assumed 
to remain around their current levels over the forecast period; 
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• adjustments in domestic· and external policy instruments with sufficient flexibility 
to ensure.growth in·financial aggregates consistent with an increase in M3 in the 
range of9 to 11 percent over the year to the June quarter 1984; 

• more normal seasonal conditions, following the recent rains, allowing the sharp 
decline in farm production that occurred in 1982-83 to be reversed; and 

• six,monthly wage indexation and strictly limited sectional claims. 

General Outlook 
Based on those forecasting assumptions, the outlook for 1983-84, in summary, is as 

follows: 

Activity and output 
• continued strong growth in public sector final demand; 
• continued weak private sector final demand; with a further marked fall in private 

business fixed investment more than offsetting weak growth in private consump
tion and strong growth-through the year in private dwelling construction; 

• a marked slowing in non-farm stock decumulation and a rise in farm stocks; 
•· a modest pick-up in exports and another significant decline in imports; and 
• moderate growth in real non-farm product (but strong growth through the course 

of the year)'and, reflecting a rebound in farm output, somewhat faster growth in 
GDP. 

labour market 
• moderate growth in employment during the course of the year; and 

• an edging up in.the rate of unemployment. 

Prices and Incomes 
• some slowing in.the rate of domestic inflation; 
• a resumption of growth in real household disposabfo income; and 

• some improvement in business cash flows and profits. 

Balance of payments 
• a further fall in the current account deficit; 
• a· rather larger fall in capital inflows; and 
• as a consequence, a modest fall in international reserves from their present high 

level. 

Financial markets 
• a furtherfall in corporate borrowing and an increase in household lending; 
• a marked increase in public sector borrowing; and 

•· continued pressure on interest rates. 
Further notes on the major components of the forecasts are set out below. Expendi

ture estimates arc in real terms. 
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Activity and Output• 

Private consumption·expenditure is projected to·increase by around·( t per cent in 
1983-84, somewhat faster. than in 1982-83. ·However, as recorded in the national 
accounts, consumption growth is likely to be only slightly stronger.than in 1982-83 be
cause or the reclassificatio.n ofoertain health expenditures from· the private to the·pub
lic sector, reflecting increased-hospital payments to the States under Medicare. Real 
hou~eh~ld 'disposable income is projected. to grow by about 3 P.r cent, following no 
growth m 1982-83. The forecasts imply little change in the 'adjusted' saving ratio (fol
lowing the t per0cntage point increase in 1982'83), reflecting an· assumption tha\ the 
effects of continued. high unemployment and uncertainties about future inflation (with 
conse9uential effects for interest rates)· will be countered by the favourable effects on 
confidence of economic· recovery and a slowing in recorded inflation. Consistent with 
the projected strong growth in farm income, the aggregate saving ratio is expected to in
crease markedly in 1983'84. 

Private dwelling.investment' is projected to increase by about 3 per cent in· 1983-84 
(following the decline of 25 per cent in 1982-83). The. rebound over the course of the 
year could be of the order of 20 per cent. This projection is conditional. upon deposit 
rates or the major mortgage lenders remaining competitive within the interest rate 
structure. 

Business fixed investment!• is projected: to fall again in 1983-84 at aoout.the same 
rate as the very sharp decline of l4per cent recorded in 1982-83. ThC'forecast reflects 
the view that, given current fow levels·of capacity utilisation, business will be cautfous 
in responding to the pick-up in activity and improved profitability in the. face orhigh 
real rates of interest and uncertainities about wage moderation, intornatfonal competi
tiveness and the durability of.the recovery. 

The major influences on. the level of public sector activity in 1983-84 include the 
Commonwealth Budget and the apparent continued willingness and ability of govern
mental authorities at all levels to finance growing capital expenditures in an· envfron
ment of high. real interest rates. Total public sector final expenditures on a national 
accounts basis are projected to increase by about 4t per cent following the rise of about 
3t pe~ cent in 1982-83. This assumes accelerated growth in public current expenditures 
(~oss1bl~ to·around ~per cent) roughly offset by a slowing in the rate or growth in pu
blic capital expenditure from about 4 per cent in 1982-83 to around 2 per cent in 
1983-84. 

Commonwealth current expenditure on a national accounts. (deliveries) basis is 
expected to increase strongly in 1983-84 (by around JO percent) while Commonwealth 
capital' expenditures are projected to increase by about 3t per cent after declining by 
around !Of per cent in 1982-83. Very strong growth in budget-financed.civil works is 
expected in 1983-84, with lesser growth in capital spending by Commonwealth authori
ties. State and local government authorities' capital' expenditures are assumed. to in
crease by around 2· per cent; compared with very strong growth of about 8 per cent in 
1982-83. 

1~' The following discussion of the ouUook for business fixed investment and public authority investment 
abstracts frorn. the impact on the published national' ac<;ounts estimates of' certain sale/leaseback 
transactions between the public and private sectors, based on Treasury estimates of these transactions. 
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Following very heavy decumulation of non-farm stocks during 1982-83, the rate of 
run .down· is expected' to slow substantially during the· course of 1983-84. Within 
1983-84,farm stocks are likely to experience a turnaround equivalent to about half of 
the increase in farm product. 

Non-farm product is forecast to increase by about 2 per cent in 1983-84,' embodying 
considerably more rapid growth-5 per cent or so-over the course of the year. With a 
sharp rebound of about 20 per cent in farm product, total gross domestic product could 
grow by 3percentorsofor1983-84asa whole. 

The Rural Recovery 
The severe drought which afflicted much of eastern Australia in 1982-83 had a 

devastating effect on the rural sector and·ted to a fall in gross farm product of 18 per 
cent. With farmers' costs rising more rapidly than the prices received for their produce, 
fann income, measured in real terms, recorded much the fargest percentage decline in 
the last 30 years. 

Following the drought-breaking rains,over recent months, a significant. recovery in 
thnural'sector is likely in· 191\3-84 .. Gross farm product could rise by around 20 P\'r 
cent. A firming or commodity prices on international markets and the strong rise in live
stock prices in Australia following thC'breaking of the drought, together with.a mod
eration in the rate orincrease orrarm costs, should lead to an approximate doubling or 
nominal farm incomes in 1983-84. 

Autumn plantings suggest that wheat production .could be double the 1982-83 crop. 
Record plantings are expected for most other grain crops. Production of livestock and 
livestock products could decline by about 4 per cent in 1983-84, as farmers start 
rebuilding herd and flock sizes following the breaking of the drought. However; in con
junction with the US recovery, this lower production has put upward pressure on live
stock (and hence meat) prices .. Sugar production is expected to fall in 1983-84 follow
ing unseasonably low rains during the growing period, although the impact on the value 
of production is likely to be muted by an expected improvement in world sugar prices. 

The largO'increase expected in grain.production would result in.a build-up of farm 
stocks (following· the drought-induced fall in 1982,83), more than offsetting an 
expected depletion of wool stocks associated with the projected small decline in wool 
production. 

Balance of Payments 
Exports.of goods and services are likely to increase moderately in 1983-84 as in· 

1982-83. Some :farm exports will still be. affected by the earlier decline in farm pro
duction and there is expected to be a mod.St fall in overall farm: export volumes; non
rural exports should' record better growth, reflecting improving world demand• and' 
increased production capacity in some parts of the resource sector. 

Imports qf goods and ·services seem set for aµother decline in 1983-84 consistent 
with the weak outlook for private domestic demand; particularly in the business invest
ment area, and the lagged effects on competitiveness of'the depreciation· of the Aus
tralian, doll.ar through 1982-83. However, the expected pick-up in the domestic econ
omy is likely to induce some expansion of import volumes over the course or 1983~84. 
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As always, the likely balance on the current account is surrounded by considerable 
uncertainty. The trade. deficit, which declined significantly in 1982-83, should turn to· 
surplus in 1983-84, more than offsetting some further edging up in the net invisibles 
deficit. As a. result, the current account deficit could' narrow further in 1983-84, 
although by less than the major reduction in 1982,83. 

The extent of private capital inflow will depend heavily on· monetary and·short
term external policy settings. It is assumed that in 1983-84 these.settings· will be con
ducive to a level of private capital inflow'markedly lower than in 1982-83 and consist
ent, having regard to the reduction· in the deficit on private current account, with a 
smaller external contribution to domestic liquidity than in 1982-83. With continued 
moderate Commonwealth Government borrowing abroad, this would indicate some 
modest reduction in Australia's foreign exchange reserves.from the high level at which 
they stood at 30June 1983. 

Labour Market 

There is considerabli: uncertainty as to how far the pick-up in activity will be trans
mitted to the labour market. The shake-out· in employment in the present recession has 
been particularly severe as firms have responded to the combination of higher real wage 
costs and reduced demand. The severity of the labour-shedding response has worked to 
raise non-farm labour 'productivity' (per person employed) in 1982-83 and it may well 
be that this trend will continue into the upturn in the face of the depressed corporate 
profit share and high labour costs. Employers.may require• firm evidence of improved 
profitability and a sustained.increase in demand before fully reversing the labour shed
ding thanook place in 1982-83. 

On that basis, the greater part of the projected increase in product in. 1983-84 is 
expected to be accounted for by an increase in 'productivity' (as measured) rather than 
increased employment. A substantial part of that 'productivity' increase would rep
resent merely an· increase in weekly hours worked. as short~time arrangements are 
unwound and employers make greater resort to overtime working. 

Partly reflecting the impact of the Government's public sector employment
generatinginitiatives, employment could grow by about l t per cent over the course of 
1983-84, bringing average employment in 1983-84 up to around the average for 
1982-83. 

In view of the resilience of the labour force participation rate in the face of the 
shake-out in the labour market during 1982-83, the forecasts for 1983-84 assume. little 
change in the participation rate from its recent level. In conjunction with expected 
growth in the working age population of about 2 per cent, this would imply that labour 
force growth would continue to exceed employment. growth and hence that. average 
unemployment would be higher in 1983-84. For the purpose of the Budget estim.ates, 
this has been translated into an average level of unemployment benefit recipients of 
around 680 000 in 1983-84 compared with an average of 540 000 in 1982-83 and a level 
in July 1983 of634 000. 

Prices and· Incomes 

For 1983-84 as a whole, averageweekly earnings are assumed to be about.7 per cent 
above their average level in 1982,83, representing a marked slowingJrom the increase 
of I It per cent last year. 
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For the purpose of preparing the ·Budget eslimat~, it ha.' been assu~ed t~at 
National· Wage Case decisions are based· on half-yearly mdexat1on commencmg with 
the increase in the· consumer price index for the March and June quarters of 1983; a 
sizeable allowance is made for increa$eS in hours worked but minimal allowance for 
sectional claims. An alternative assumption-leading to. muc~ the sa~e outcome
would be for fess than full indexation to be awarded but for secllonal claims to be some
what higher. 

However much of the slowing in earnings growth that the year-on-year increase· of 
7 per cent i~plies. would reflect the effects of the wages pause in the secon~ half of 
1982-83; the growth in earnings through the course of 1983-84 woµld be conSiderably 
faster than that. ' 

The slowing in wage increases during 1982-8~ a~d the ear~y ~art o~ I ~83-84 is in 
turn.the main influence contributing to some slowmg m underlymg mflallon m 1983-84. 
Other influences expected to affect prices in 1983-84 includ~: the la~ed effects of the 
exchange rate depreciation over the course of 1982-8~ (w~1ch ar~ hkely to offset. t.he 
beneficial effects on domestic inflation of the very low mflallon projected for our ma~or 
trading·partners); some further increase in food p~ices; .and increases in ~ublic aut.hor1ty 
taxes. and charges including those announced. m lh1s Budget. The mtroduc110n of 
Medicare from I February 1984 is expected to diminish sub~tantially the i~crease in the 
CPI in the second half of the year, but nationahccounts pr1ce deflators will, of course, 
be unaffected; 

On that basis, the CPI could increase by about 7t per cent in 1983-84 as a whole, 
with more broadly based expenditure deflators rising rather more than that. 

Taken in conjunction with. the .Projected. strong .Pick-up .in 'prod~ctivity', t~~se 
movements in wages and prices· would be conSistent with some mcrease m profitab1hty, 
from its current extremely depressed level, over the course of l 983-84. 

Financial Markets 
As indicated in the Budget Speech, the Government will be seeking to restrain 

growth in all monetary aggregates, consistent with growth of M3 in the range of9 to 11 
per cent over the year to the June quarter 1984. 

This implies a. fairly sharp increase in the income velocity of cir~ulation of M3 
through the course of the year. However, as discuss~d in Part l1I ?f thIS ~tatement~ a 
cyclical increase in veloc.ity is normal during an upswmg and, on thIS occaSion .• velocity 
starts from a point well below trend. The projection Has been based on the·Judgment 
that, accordingly, there is room for a substantial increase in velocity before the slack 
presently in.the system is taken up. 

Net borrowing by the public sector in 1983-84 could increase by around 2 
percentage points of GDP, to about 8 per cent, more th~n ?ff setting a likely fort.her 
decline· in net corporate borrowing. Even with a further r1se m h~usehold n~t.lendmg, 
such· large shifts in sectoral funds. flows might not be achievable without some pressure 
on interest rates. Developments in overseas financial markets, however-particular~y 
interest-rate movements-will as usual have a significant influence on domesllc 
financial markets and hence on domestic interest rates. 
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Further·Ahead 
As the forecasting· horizon is extended the uncertainties and risks attaching to the 

durability of the. uptum greatly incrc1!5C. Stripped down to its essentials, the task of 
maintaining the momentum ofthe pick-up in activity beyond; 1983-84 hinges on the 
crcatiOn· of an economic environment conducive to sustained growth· in the· private 
sector; or those factors not directly subject.to policy control, wage settlements in the 
year ahead have the greatest potential' for inftuencing the outcomes for inflation, 
interest rates and corporate profitability-and hence private sector activity in the 
period beyond that. 

A wages outcome higher than currently assumed would have an especially damag
ing impact on business confidence and private sector spending propensities. The re
newal of pressures on corporate profitability,. together. with a consequent slackening in 
private demand, would be likely to manifest itselfin a furt!ier round of labour shedding 
and another sharp ratcheting up in the.rate of unemployment. 

Those risks arc sufficiently grave in the economic.context presently foreseen. They 
would be magnified, however, should the outlook· for demand prove even stronger than 
presently expected. while public sector· demands were still growing strongly. For 
example, an even stronger upturn in the world economy than.now foreseen could ag
gravate the risks within· Australia of a renewed wage surge, higher inflation and higher 
interest rates. Unless these possible consequences were contained, the potential advan-· 
tages to Australia of the world uptumcould'then be Jost and the prospects of sustained 
recovery further imperilled. · 

The current fiscal stimulus is large by any standards. The forecasts assume that, in 
1983-84 at least, it will be· possible to finance the resultant public sector borrowing re
quirement without significant increases in the general level of interest rates. This 
assumption rests largely upon the forecast, comfortlcss in the reasoning which underlies 
it, of very weak projected demand for finance by the private corporate sector. At the 
same time it is recognised that developments in capital markets abroad0 particularly in 
the United States, are highly unlikely to be as 'favourable' for domestic interest. rate 
trends as they were in t 982-83. Clearly, additional pressures on interest rates would re
sult if, from one viewpoint happily, the demand for private finance were stronger than 
envisaged. In that case, rising interest rates could act seriously to inhibit, if not choke 
off, the tendency for recovery in private sector activity. The risk of that would be much 
enhanced if budget deficits and borrowing requirements. were not seen.as likely to be 
reduced once an upturn in private sector activity gathered momentum, 

A further point.of concern for a sustainable recovery relates to the current inflation 
outlook which, even.given a favourable wages outcome,·is likely to remain substantially 
above inflation levels in our major trading partner countries. 

These possibilities are highlighted not to engender any feelings of gloom but to em
phasise the serious nature of.the problems still to be overcome and the central clements 
of the necessary policy rosponse. They tend to reinforce the view that a durable recov
ery will require,. as essential pre-requisites, both. continuing wage· moderation in the 
period immediately ahead and an on-going effort· to reduce structural .public sector 
deficits and borrowing requirements.as recovery proceeds. If those pre-requisites.were 
met recovery would proceed and, as it did so, growth in activity would be reflected 
more fully in strong employment growth. 
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